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• Dead line
Meridian Mail
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Sometime during the past week,
students who tried to access their
voice mail. expecting Meridian
Mail's fnendly greeting asking for
their passwords, instead heard a
message reporting technical diffi-
culties.
"Yeah, its been up and down
for about a week now.- the Direc-
tor of UMaine's Telecommunica-
tions Department, Gary Corbett.
According to Corbett, the com-
puter which runs Meridian Mail
has recently developed problem,
ref •
tern goes omme over past week
with accessing its users %MCC -
mailboxes.
The computer's hard drive con-
tains a directory table of all the stu-
dents' mailbox numbers and pass-
words. For some reason, the system
will sometimes fail to find the cor-
rect addresses in the table, become
confused, and lock itself up, not al-
lowing anyone at all to access it.
To make matters worse, this
occurs chiefly during usage times
when the system gets accessed the
most, such as Monday mornings.
This problem only seems to be
affecting the Meridian Mail sys-
tem set up for student use. and not
• Facility changes
Fieldhouse implements
fees, full-time security
By Michelle Abbott through the university.
Andrew Rice, a senior at Orono
High School. was surprised to find
Misuse, constant use and old an attendant at the entrance. "We
age are taking a toll on the Memo- just C0111C here to play basketball."
nal Gym Fieldhouse and the time Rice said, adding he and other
has come to remedy the situation. friends "gel kicked out of our own
The remedy lies in tighter cc-co- gym because there's other sports
nty and new fees charged to the going on there.-
general public. Rice refuses to pay the four
An attendant now sits at the dollar daily charge. which covers
main entrance to the fieldhouse to use of the fieldhouse, pool and
check passes of those interested in Lam Fitness Center, because he
using the recreational facility . while and friends "only play for about an
locks and alarms monitor penrne- hour, and it's not worth it."
fer exits University of Maine stud
ent
Associate Director olAttiletics Mark Wendell said he initially
and Recreational Spons, Dave thought it was a good idea to check
Ames attributes the need for tight- passes at the door, "but there 
were
er sec unty to reasons of "liability, definitely more people in past ye
ars
and general wear and tear." to play ball with."
"People just don't treat the fa- "Students were complaining
cilities they way they should.- because it was so hard to 
get a
Ames said, explaining closer mod- game because there were so many
 .
itonng of the fieldhouse use al- taller people from the communi
ty
lows the Recreational Sports De- on the floor, " Ames said.
partment to bill for damages. -We are not here to cater to 
the
Volunteer Writer
the faculty's system, ( orbett said
All Telecommunications gets
as a clue to what's wrong. Corbett
said, is pages of printed-out paper
covered w ith error messages. All
they can do about it by themselves
is shut the voice mail down for
awhile.
The department's search for
help in solving the machine's woes
turned into an epic quest. They
hunted through different technical
support groups around the coun-
try. Finally, they hooked up with
Ottowa's Bell Northern Research,
the original programmers of the
Meridian Mail system
Ibis c, mpany has been remote-
ly accessing the voice mail system
for several days, probing arid testing
to see what makes l'Maine' s Merid-
ian Mail go had, and how to bring it
Nick up when it does. So far, no
answers have been discovered.
Last Wednesday. the whole
system was shut doss n for an entire
day while Bell Northern ran a se-
nes of intensive tests. Wednes-
day's search for the glitch. Corbett
said, turned up fruitless.
He said he is sure the error will
he pinpointed esentually. hope-
fully within another day or two.
simply by brute force, trying a
ditterent method of attacking the
problem each time
Marie Stormann, a receptionist
at Telecommunications and a staff-
er of the department's help line,
said that the students affected by
the computer's bug have been gen-
erally patient with the variable ser-
vice pros idied during the week's
troubleshooting
"Once I've explained the situa-
tion to them, they seem to be pretty
understanding.- she said
"We have the best people out
there working on this, and hope to
have it back up as soon as possi-
ble," Corbett said
Brian Venziano and Katie Rogers relax during a long day of 
supervising Army ROTC fall field
training exrercises last Saturday (VVickenheiser photo.)
.cnnrnunity, we are here for facul-
y, staff and students Most impor-
tantly, the students.- he said
Ames directed attention to oth-
er facilities as ailable to the public.
such as the
Gym "Our service to the public is
to make our facilities available to
them. but at a fee We charge less
than any of those other places,-
YMCA and Gold's Ames said
He said certain times are slow -
See FIELDHOUSE on
page 11
• Health care
UMam. e health officials examine Clinton's plan
By Mike Mclaughlin
Staff Writer
A Ned Atier hesident bill
Clinton gas c his speech promoting
his health care plan, there are still
conflicting view!, as to whether or
not this package is all it's *tapped
up to he
"What he's looking for is a re-
distribution of finances, he is not
kasiong for a fundamental reform
package.- Dr Mark Jackson. direc-
tor of student health sets ices. said
Jackson said (linton's plan
does not focus on Improving the
quality of health care in this coun-
try as much as it does on money,
the thstribution of money, and on
an attempt to capture 1114 C 111011e)
One way in which Jackson said
Clinton is trying to refinance health
do!lars is by decreasing the num-
ber of specialists and increasing
the number general phy SU. mans
Another area in w his h health
costs air being redirected is in the
insurance industry Under
Clinton •s plan employers would
he required to contribute to paying
for their worker,: insurance cos er
age. %shish Jackson said may or
may not he a positive change
"SI, ill we in fact we improvement
of quality care for people or will we
see more people that employers will
not hire to mimmue their insurance
sharing burden?" he said
Ihe idea of All1C11C:111`• being
forced to register under a specific
health alliance and its sinulanty to
"conscription- is another problem
Jackson has with the President's
package_
"In) very discouraged It takes
away cis ii liberties that I think are
totally inappropriate to lose We
don't even have to register are CAIN
as fast as we have to register for
health vale.- Jackson said
Jackson said there is a definite
need for a change in health care in
the United States and Clinton does
have some good ideas How-ever.
he said, a lot of the problems within
this plan still have to he ironed out
"A plan like this could scare me
into heing a Republican.- Jackson
said
Lea Accord, director of nurs-
ing. does not find Clinton's plan
scary. howeser, and said she and
the American Nurses Association
are optimistic about ii
-There are some areas that we
has e a few cons ems about. hut on
the whole we're Yen supportise."
Accord said
The fact that esers one will he
cos ered hy healthcare is one of the
mana reasons Accord said she is
in fasor of it She said this has been
a long-term goal of the Nurses
Association
Although the job market will
be different for graduating nurses
in the future under this plan. stir'
said it will be better
Accord explained nurses may
not he hired in hospitals as much as
in the past because of the expected
doss nsiring of hospitals Howes -
Cr, she predicts there will he more
openings in health centers and a
increased need for home care
"It's not lob security they need,
it's career security.- she said
()serail. Accord said the future
will look bnghter tor nurses and
the countrs as a whole if Clinton's
health proposal is passed
"I feel sers positive !think it's
a wonderful plan for nurses and I
think it's a good plan for society."
Accord said.
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WorldBriefs
• Breakup imminent?
Abkhazian rebels score major victory
4 TBIT_ISI, Georgia AP) -- Geoi g Ian leader Eduard Shevardnadre fled for his
 life
I after Ahkhazian rebels defeated his tnws and seized their br
eakass as province, a
% ictors that could spell the breakup of the former So% iet republic
Abkhazian fighters captured the des astated provincial capital of Sukhu
mi on Mondas
in one of the fiercest battles dunng I 3 months of conflict for control of 
the lush region on
the Black Sea coast
She% ardnarize blamed the defeat on Russia. which Georgia has accused of 
arming the
separatists
The rebels want either independence for Abkhazia or its union ss ith n
eighboring Russia.
Andrei Solos le% a 38-year-old freelance photographer on assignment f
or The Associ-
ated Press. was killed bs a sniper dunng Mondas•s. attack
Sukhumi. once a major resort. was the Georgian go% eminent's last stronghold in
Abkhazia. and as loss was a strategic and political blow to She% ardnath
e. ho personalls
led the city's defense
Shesardnadie. a former SOViei foreign minister w ho plas esi a key role in e
nding the Cold
War. had warned the defeat could lead to Georgia's disintegration into civil w
ar with other
calms minorities
In Tbilisi. the Georgian capital. She ardnadze's aides. said Abkhaz ian for
ces had fought
their %% 3% to the center of Sukhumi and raised their flag o% er city hall
She% ardnadre' s office said he had kit Sukhumi after 12 (la!, s .4 fierce fighting and wa
s
somewhere a few miles south of the city in the (ulprich region
The Abkhaz Ian Foreign Ministrs said it would alloy. She% aninacize to le
ase Abkhazia
Russia also offeted eseCuation She, -adnacize rrylied to either offer,
 but aides said
he would trs to as-oid that humiliating step
• Apology
Japan expresses remorse
as UNITED NATIONS AP) — Japan's new prime
0 minister. Miinhlro Hosokawa, stood before the corn-
munits of nations Monday and expressed his coun-
try's remorse for its past militarism He pledged to promote
peace. prospents and human rights
The message, although nonspecific. wa_s one of Japan's
most important public acknow leditements of its ag„,:recsion
in Vs odd War II and of the suffering .nflicted upon its Asian
neighbors
It *as the first such declaration of remorse tr. a Japanese
leadei at the I.'nun.' Nations, a forum that gave the message
considerahle weight and resonance
The acknow ledgement also w as considered important in
Japan's campaign for a permanent seat on the t 's St-cunt'.
Council Hosokawa called indirectly for a Japanese seat on
an expanded cow), ii
• Intervention
Haiti's Prime minister
predicts UN involvement
4 SANTO 1)0MINGO. Dominican Republic I API— Ham's prime minister predicted Monday that if
his transition go% (-moven( fails, an armed foteign
force %%ill intenene
"A maionts of Haitians are cons inced that our go% ern-
ment is the last hope If it fails, there will he an inters en-
tion:' Robert Maisel told a new.. conference in the neigh-
boring Dominican Republic
Mal% at did not elaborate, but he apparentls was trs mg to
signal to his opponents at home that if his government falls.
they will base to deal instead with a U N force to he sent as
pan of a plan to restore democracy
His somrnents came the same das that Clinton admin-
istration officials announced NE American military con
structirm and is il affairs specialists are being sent to Haiti
as part of the U N force The officials, speaking on
condition of anonymits, said the first 250 would arm e
Oct II
The nearly 1.300- member I N tome's. mission is to rebuild
the natio- and reform the tradmorialls repressive n Altars
Despite 1' N pledges to remain a neutral ohisener. its
troops already in 'he countrs base protested a number of
Haitians including the foreign minister, from the military
Opponents of the gosernrnent call the U N mission an
occupation for
• Russian parliament still defying Yettsin
• Edward Shevardnadze flees for life
• Japan expresses formal remorse for actions
• 13amcade standoff
Police stage show of force in Moscou
2 public MOSCOW (API 
— 
Hundreds of helmeted not police in flak-jackets staged a
show of force Tuesday around the Russian parliament
 as authorities gave
hard-liners holed up Inside an ultimatum to end thei
r occupation or fact a posslhic
assault
Russian Orthodox priests in flossing black robes
 and holding crosses blessed the
defenders inside
Senior police officers used loudspeakers to a
nnounce the ultitnatum, which would
expire about 4 a m EDT Wednesday. 24 hours later
Panic swept parliament Monday sshen defenders said p
olice were about to attack. Sit
nothing nappened.
At least 2.000 riot police were deployed around the buildi
ng early today. Special Intenor
Mmistrs soldiers with assault nfles were among uoits ringin
g the parliament building and
grounds in the bigge .. display of force set bs the governme
nt since the standoff began a
w-rrk aeo Police used trucks and barbed wire to block roads 
leading to parliament.
School classes were canceled today at the U S Embassy compo
und, just 100 yards from
the parliament compkx Police guarded the embassy compound
The Interior Ministrs said the hard-liners in parliament we
re becoming increasingly
desperate and had ignored orders to surrender their guns It said the are
a was being cordoned
off i0C13% to prevent trouble
The police action came one das after President Bons Yeltsin ruled ou
t any compromise
with hard-line lawmakers harncaded in parliament.
Speaking confidently on national TV Mondas. yeltsin !elec
ted proposals for simulia
TICOUS presidential and parliamentary elections as assay to end the stand-of
f that began when
he dissolved the Soviet-era parliament
woridDigesCmr
• Child labor
Asia and Africa using
more child labor
c BANGKOK. Thailand (API - The use of child
a laborers -- many in slave-like coalitions - is grow ing
in parts of Asia ard Afnca. a N official said Mondas
Cuts in social and ecucation programs in mans des eleis-
mg countries are forcing more families to put their children
to work. H Ghosh of the I.' N 's International Labor Office
told a conference on child labor
-Unfortunately, child labor will he with us for some
time to come.'" he said
The United Nations estimates that up to 200 million
children Mork in mines factories and on plantations In some
countnes, up to 10 percent of chilchrn from ages I 0 to 14 work
full-time — nans in hazardous or slave-like conditions,
Ghosh said He did not Ite any countries by name
Choth said decades of efforts by international organiza-
tions to end child labor have brought little progress -But at
least some countries base recognized the problem. • • he said
2
1
• Continuing investigation
Largest team of UN
investigators off to Iraq
MANAMA. Bahrain ( API — largest team of
ill N inspectors ever assembled to go to Iraq began
lea' log for Baghdad Monday. on a mission that
could lead to the lifting of the world trade embargo again',
Iraq
Team leader Nikita Smido% ich told reporters before
leasing .sn a flight to Baghdad that his team intends to look
at declared and uncles tare sites in Iraq, mostly related to
missiles
%maim ich said his team numbers up to 100 inspectors
the largest of the inspection teams to visit Iraq under
terms of the Gulf V* ar cease-fire He said thes would he
moving into Iraq over the next two to three days
He said the level of Iraqi cooperation, among otter
factors would help the Secunts Council decide whether to
lift the embargo it Imposed after Saddam Hussein' k trooP"
ins Kuwait in 19,411
1
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• Column
Sex Matters
Q. I'm in a relation-
ship that has lasted al-
most a year. I feel I am
in lose with my girl-
friend hot I am not sex
with attracted to her.
We has, esen talked
about getting engaged
and I'm wondering if our relationship
can last without the physical part being
there. Male, Senior
A - It sounds like you has e a nice friend-
ship going with this woman However. I
don't believe you can have a long-lasting
romantic relationship with someone you
aren't attracted to What is interesting is that
your question is almost the reverse of what
many people worry about who say, "All we
have is sex, sex, sex — Is that enough basis
for a long-term relationship?" I guess rm
wondenng what you would like in a rela-
tionship. Do you wish it were different?
Have you ever experienced sexual attrac-
tion to another person you were involved
with? lam also concerned about why there
is no attraction? How does 'sour partner feel
about this? Is she okay with the relationship
as it stands' Or does she feel rejected? What
are her expectations for the future ' Aga:n.1
am referring to sexual attraction, not sexual
activity, you can have one without the other.
I think sometimes people avoid the sexual
part to avoid intimacy or connection since
you know you won't be that close. you can
protect yourself, keep yourself at a physical
and emotional distance I also wonder if part
of your lack of sexual attraction for your
partner concerns a fear of sex itself Have
• Senator indicted
Senator Hutchinson calls
misuse
AUSTIN. Texas AP)— Sett. Kay Bailey
Hutchison, indicted on charges of misusing
her office during her 2 1/2 years as state
treasurer, called the allegations "sleazy pol-
aimed at erasing GOP gains in Texas.
Mrs Hutchinson. whose landslide victo-
ry in June made her the first woman senator
from Texas and a nsing star in the Republi-
can Party, was accused along with two former
aides Monday of using state employees and
state equipment for personal and political
reasons and destroying records as part of a
coverup.
The grand jury did not specify whether
she used her Treasury. office to further her
Senate hid and didn't elaborate on the al-
leged abuses
But former aides base charged that she
made a habit of sending staffers on personal
and political errands, tn.:hiding helping her
find and rot up her home
Mrs Hutchinson has maintained the in-
vestigation was spurred by Democrats an-
gry. OVCI losing a Senate seat that had been
theirs since Reconstruction Distnci Attor-
ney Ronnie Earle. who led the investigation.
is a Democrat
"I think the citizens of Texas see through
this:* she said Monday "They see that this
is sleazy politics • •
Earle. who made a name for himself h
'sleazy politics'
indicting or fi -ring the resignation of sever-
al prominent Democrats, denied play ing
politics
"Had we intended to be political, we
would have conducted this investigation
publicly during the campaign." he said
'We waited until we absolutely had to act to
prevent further destruction of evidence
And the grand iury foreman supported
Earle in an unusual public statement
"The grand tory has deliberated on each
and every occasion with independence of
politics and polnical persuasion... said Saadi
Ferns, a former GOP candidate for shenff
Mrs Hutchison and two former trea-
sury aides were charged with official mis-
conduct and tampering w ith records and
evidence The charges against Mrs Hutch-
ison carry more than 60 years in prison and
$40000 in fines
She is the 10th U.S senator ever to he
indicted in office Nothing in the Senate
rules automatically bars her from remaining
in office while she fights the charges. al-
though the party could strip her of commit-
tee assignments
Mrs Hutchison became the second U.S,
senator under indictment Dave Durenberg-
er. a Minnesota Republican, faces (owned
He announced less than two weeks ago that
be wont seek a fourth term next mar
clip At-wit/USA
College Season Pass
$275
Prior to October 1st
Coming Down the Mountain:
On sale at
the Athletic Ticket Office
8:30 am - 3:30 pm. sugarioatitisa
you experienced some type of trauma or hurt
feelings around sex? I think you are right to
ask yourself now if this lack of sexual attrac-
tion is going to he a concern in the future.
Igaoi ing ii A not make it go away These
are nist some of the issues you may want to
look at with a professional Talking with
someone you can trust and will go, e you the
perspective you need to make important
decisions Including your partner in these
conversations will be essential. Good hick!
Q: After the first week of school. I'm
beginning to wonder if I'm the orils • irgin
on campus. I hat rift seen my roommate
since the first night! Is there something
wrong with me? female. First-year
A No. there's nothing wrong with you
tint actually feeling more concerned about
by Sandy Caron
your rot-inmate!) Some men and some wom-
en choose to watt until they are in what they
consider a long-term relationship before they
become sexually involved and some do not
Being a virgin does not mean you are not a
sexual person, or that you don't have sexual
attractions, or that you can't have an inti-
mate relationship with another person Your
choice of virginity is avers acceptable alter-
nati ie What is best for you is for you alone
to d vide
.tandra L Caron is an Assisttuu Profes-
sor in the ()cranny's: of Human develop-
mess and Family Studies: the teaches ha-
rrow: sex-Isaias in the spring semester (hats-
tuna for Or Caron .shoidd he sent directly to
The lotaine Campus. hasenseru of Lord Han
Cops right Sandra L Caron. 1993.
• GM Production
Automaker cite; new parts
for production shortfall
DETROIT( AP) —General Motor, CorP
will produce about 50,000 fewer cars and
trucks than projected in the third quarter
because it is struggling with new technology
and thousands of new parts, a GM spokes-
woman said Tuesday
The shortfall, which has delayed ship-
ments of some I 994 models to dealers, could
affect GM's third-quarter results Those re-
sults already were expected to he weak be-
cause of production lost to a two-week s aca-
txm shutdown in Jut', and mcaiel changeoveis.
A consensus of Wall Street estimates a
week ago protected GM• % third-quarter loss
from automotive operations at $247 6 mil-
lion. GM', overall net loss totaled S752 9
million in the third quarter of 1992.
GM reduced its July 1 eSilmille of third-
quarter North American production from
1,036.736 to 985,214 car. and light truck.s.
a 5 pe -cent drop, spokeswoman Cheryl Kai_
born aid
Ile figure includes all GM production in
the Ur ited States and Canada as well as ayoint
venture with Toyota Motor Corp in Califon-1,a
and Gsts Saturn small-car subsidiary
Ki thorn said many of the problems were
due IK the installation of more air hags and
non-clomfluorocarbon refngerants in air-
conditioning systems She said GM is using
20.000 new parts for 1994 models, which
has slowed the launch of some vehicles
Killsorn denied the problems were relat-
ed to last year's upheaval in GM's purchas-
ing o erations, led by former purchasing
chief lose Ignacio Lopez de Amonua
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• Future population
Hispanics poised to eclipse blacks as nation's
WASHINGTONIAP — Hispanics will
rtilipse blacks as the nation's largest minor-
ity group in the year 2010. the go% ernment
said Tuesdav in a report that predicts a
considerably dit ferent America hy the mid-
2 I st century
By 2050. he U S population w ill he
almost evenly divided between minonties
and non-Hispanic whites, the Census Bu-
reau said
The bureau's new projections also fore-
cast faster general population growth than
previously expected. estimating that the S
population will retch 392 mill:on h 2050
That's 52 percent more than the 25$ - mil-
lion Americans today
It's also up 9 million from a protection
issued just last year
The projection was changed to account
for the return o many military people from
abroad, updated birth and death statistics.
and information showing how new immi-
gration rules have affected the populati.m.
said Jennifer Day. a Census Bureau demi -g-
rapher and author of the report
Minorities will incr ase their share of the
population. the report .aid
—Hispanics. from their present 9 pc r -
cent of the population to 14 percent in 2010
and 23 percent in 2050
—Blacks. from 12 percent today to just
over 13 percent in 20W and 16 percent in
2050
-Asian Americans, now 3 percent of
the perrit lat ion, to 10 percent at mid-century
Dies will remain the fastest growing racial
group
- American Indians, from a little below
1 percent to slightly above 1 percent Al-
though their share barely changes. their num-
bers will double from 2 1 million to 4 3
million
The growth will affect America's non-
Hispanic whites, the group that has domi-
nated the nation's politics, economy and
culture throughout most of its history
Their share of the population will drop
from 76 percent now to 68 percent in 2010
and 53 percent in 2050 Their number will
increase from 1)456 million to 2055 mil-
lion
The explosion in the Hispanic Amenc an
population is projected to center around a
haby boom Births accounted for about two-
thirds of the projected Hispanic increase.
immigration accounts for the rest
The number of Hispanic births will dou-
ble hr mid-century . the Census Bureau said
Presently Hispanic women age 14 to 49 on
average hear 2 Y children apiece over a
tetime. the highest rate of any major ethnic
or taco ial group
The birth rate for non-Hispanic white
women is I V children The Census Bureau
protects births tow hues will decline to 2010
and then start to increase
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Black births are expected to increase
steadily by 60 percent between now and
20511. and Asian births are likely to tnple
American Indian births will increase by half
The rapid increase in Hispanics com-
pared to other minority groups will hnng
changes to Amens:a from the classroom to
the Congress
'The mushrooming numbers should
translate into a much more vigorous politi-
cal clout, with more Hispanic member'. of
Congress.- said Rep Jose Serrano, a New
York Democrat and leader of the Congres-
sional Hispanic Caucus "These are not
abstract numbers to us at all They are a
indow into the future
Much of the increase will happen in a
minority
few parts of the country, mainly California,
Florida, New York. Texas and the So0-
west. said William 0' Hare. demograpbe
the University of Louisville
"If they're localized, they will contm.
more congressional districts,• • O'Hare sa,
"It means if the country is 25 percent His-
panic. they may have half the congressional
districts in Texas and zero in the not-then!
plains •
In the Census Bureau's system. }lisps.;
ics are an ethnic group, not a race. That
means they include people from all the ra-
cial classifications: American Indians. Asian
Americans, blacks and whites.
Hispanic blacks are expect to he
percent of the population in 2050
• Prison
Scouts established behind bars
JESSl P. !kid - I al,C a month.
RochelieGilliam's5-year-okidaughternties
a bus to Mary land's only *omen's prison.
passing through gates topped with razor-
sharp wire It's not lust any y sit tor her
Girl Scout troop meeting
"She looks forward to coming here. and
I look forward to it, said Ms Gilliam who
is serving 10 years for robbery and a proba-
tion violation "MN mother tells me that she
geft up on Saturday mornings and waits for
the bus"
M. r;.11iam, 25. and about 14) other
inmates at the Mar% land ( irrec !tonal Insti-
tution for Women are members of Gir! S.tint
Troops 2140. 2141 and 2142
It's the nation's first "Girl Scouts be-
hind Bars"' progiani Established Iasi Nc.-
c ember, the program is designed to ease the
children's trauma and give their mothers a
c hank e to establish closer bonds
"Children on the outside say 'I'm going
with my mother: and she always has to say.
'I'm going with my grandmother: his
Gilliam said I know I miss my own moth-
er. so I understand the hut' she feels"
RUSH
Tonight!
Have dinner with the Brothers
-30 pm
For ride or rush info call 866-4464.
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Arrng ROTC hits the ground running
Ihe dust and gravel were
thrown m all directions as the heli-
copters landed to dmp off their
argoof personnel late Friday, Sept
24, afternoon
The cadets of Army ROTC dis-
embarked and ran to the wooded
areas bordering each side of the
airstrip Ilk= they reorganized into
companies and began to make their
way to the patrol base which had
already been set up by ROTC up-
perclassmen
Acciardmg to Capt. Burns, an
Army ROTC cadre member.
ROTC's purpose is sometimes con-
fused
-ROTC uses small infantry tac-
tics as a vehicle to teach and eval-
uate leaderstup." Bums said Bums
went on to explain that they are not
trying to produce mere infantry
soldiers, but a "generic 2nd U -
The annual fall training exer-
cise took place about 20 minutes
away from the university, and
served as a way for new cadets to
learn more about ROTC
Cadets teamed tactics.
movement techniques am-
bushes, link-upa and other &Tem
of the military which they will need
to know about as future officers.
The weekend was akin to an
actual weekend in the military com-
plete with Meals Ready to Eat
MRFcj. helicopter fly -oven late
into the night and cadences being
heard sung through the forest
Ternunniogy was often in acro-
nyms. but sometimes actual words
were used
An "auborne minute" was a
fast one, and 1 0 of them were given
to the cadets to grab a quick drink
The most-used term was more
of an expression than anything else
Huaah
Huaah could he vel led, asked or
stated It all depended on the situa-
tion.
One of the important things
Bums stressed of the weekend was
that ROTT- was trying to teach
adaptability.
-11Ve ' re teaching and training you
to he leaden." he said "Doctrine is
the guidehne, but not the rule
The entire weekend w
planned and run by Army ROTC
MS4's. M:litary Science 4th year
students
From what cadre members and
MS4'c said, the weekend was an
overall success
The Maine Campus, Wednesday, September 29, 1993
• Accusations dropped
Teacher vindicated of child molestation charges
WEST HAR-TFORD, Conn L AP) ---To
help his music students maintain rhythm,
Roderick Crochiere would tap out the beat
of the song on their kg.
The technique undid his career, his rep-
utation ar I his health when a 12-year-old
clarinetist accused him in June 1987 of
touching her inner thigh
Now, six years later and days before his
defamation lawsuit was to go to trial, the
girl's parents have retracted their complaint,
putting the blame on over-zealous school
officials
It was a bittersweet moment for a devot-
ed musician who hasn't worked a day since
being labeled a child molester, who endured
a mental breakdown and two months in a
ps',hiatri. hospital and who still takes med-
ication for depression.
m pleased about the turn of events but
I'm not joyful,- Crochiere. 64, said at his
lawyer's office Monday. "I do feel vindi-
cated (but) how can you recover years of
devastation?"
Victor and Deborah Lavalla recanted the
allegations and agreed to pay an undisclosed
sum as part of a settlement reached last
week. In notarized statements, the couple
said they believe Crochiere inadvertently,
but not improperly, touched their daughter
on the top of her leg
-When I look back on what my daughter
described and demonstrated the first time
she brought the matter to our attention, her
account is consistent with Mr. Crochieres
account." Lavalla said
In their apology, the Lavallas said they
wanted to repair. as best they can, the dam-
age done to Crochiere and move on with
their lives.
Crochiere was never charged and the
state Board of Education voted 9-0 in Janu-
ary against revoking his license He said it
was distressing that no one believed him
when the allegations were raised
"Those charges were unfounded I said
it with a clear head then and I'm saying it
with a clear head now ," he said • 'The only
touching I wanted to do beside instruction-
al was to touch the hearts of those stu-
dents
•.Ii IIItl\l\ I I
IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.
Think about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. it might be the greatest
fin; ncial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just Slim) a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate Si72.109*
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
S219 a month to reach the same goal.
At I:AA-CBI-LE we not only under-
stand the value of starting early-, we
can help make it possible—with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans. a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.
Starr planning y000/ _Purim,. Call oar Fnrolionent Hotlinei 800 842-281M.
75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it 7
Lavallas. who live in Enfield. have
an unpublished telephone number and could
not he reached for further comment.
In his lawsuit in state Superior Court,
Crochiere had contended that the Laval-
las, intentionally and with wanton disre-
gard for the truth, made accusations that
caused him to "lose his job, incur finan-
cial injury, suffer loss of reputation, hu-
miliation and emotional and physical in-
jury."
He suffered a nervous breakdown on
Christmas 1987 and said doctors have told
him he will have to take an anti-depressant
drug indefinitely. He said he's unable to
work because of the publicity and stigma
surrounding his case.
In their statements, the Lavallas said
they were concerned as parents but never
truly believed that L'rochiere had molested
their daughter
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October 11, 1993
NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY
Week Celebration • October 2
Saturday, October 2
6, 1993
Take the Next Step!
An Evening with Kate Clinton
Lesbian Feminist Humorist
Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union • 8:00 PM
Admission $5.00 UM Students • S8 00 General Public
Wilde-Stein Club National Coming Out Day Dance
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union • 9:30 PM
Monday, October 4 "Neal Snow: One Year Later..."
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • 8 PM
Tuesday, October 5 "Lesbian Battering: Naming the Violence"
Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union • 7 PM
Wednesday, October 6 Panel Discussion: The Lesbian Health 
Project,
The Mabel Wadworth Women's Health Center
WIC Luncheon Series
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • 12:15 PM
HOSTED Ti. Warw.', natersa. W am
-sm. cum,
Ccerramos Nowt MEI Foiek CCISOMMIIMI c Lome NAlsone.s./Geter
CO...11M CONMIT111114 SWOON" HOALTIM Sell VIC/. MAMI.
V. 4.1.1IOITS %oases Muni Owns. Worm e. rum Cum sicetsum.
OTIOI OF MUILTletlTVIAL AND SVIVIAL PIDO
CILA et.
A Music Review by
Tom Wilson Weinberg and Wayne Barker
Hauck Auditorium • 7 PM
Free and Open to the Public
For more information call Office of Multicultural and Special Programs,
Cont•r for Student Services, Unlviorstly of Maine • $581-1425
The Maine Campus, Wednesday, September 29, 1993
StateNews
• Shipyard
Officials see nuclear waste
alternative not so bad
KITTERN'. Maine (API -- The head of
a group that is working to keep the Ports-
mouth Naval Shipyard open is trying to ease
public fears about federal plans that could
make the y ard a storage cite for radioactive
waste
There are "nuts running around" warn-
ing that the possible shipments and storage
of spent nuclear fuel ‘A ould he dangerous to
the community. said William D. McDon-
ough. lobbyist for the Seacoast Shipyard
Association.
The spent fuel would come from nucle-
ar-powered ships and submannes
The shipyard in Kittery, cc here nuclear
submannes are refueled, is under continu-
ing scrutiny as the Pentagon considers which
military bases to close.
McDonough warned that misplaced
fears about the storage here of used nucle-
ar fuel could lead to a yard shutdow n tithe
local community raises enough opposi-
tion.
McDonough. a former commander of
the shipyard, said in a cantten statement
issued through his office that spent nucle-
ar fuel "can he and has been stored for
indefinite periods in a satr. non-haaard-
ous. environmenially responsible man-
He said "spent nuclear fuel is a highly
valuable commodity, not waste," and that
spent nasal nuclear fuel "contains signifi-
cant amounts of expensive nuclear maten al
that is reclaimable for future use "
McDonough's comments came as a de-
bate heats up over the U.S. Department of
Energy's court order to consider new stor-
age cites for spent nuclear fuel that is now
sent to the IX)E'c National Engineering
Laboratory in Idaho
Portsmouth is one of five sites nation-
wide under consideration for such ship-
ments studies leading to alternative sites
could take two years
The nuclear storage possibility has
sparked a protect rally opposing long-term
storage of spent nuclear fuel A public infor-
mational forum. organiaed ht leaders of the
rally , is scheduled for tonight at Portsmouth
City Hall
Maine's Ads icon Commission on Ra-
dioactive Waste drafted a letter Monday to
the Energy Department complaining about
the lack of information about the depart
ment's plans
Veterans
& Veterans'
Dependents
V.A. Regulations require that you
verify your enrollment status.
For your convenience, this can be
accomplished on either the Bangor or
Orono campuses:
October 4 through 8
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans' Affairs Office,
407 Hannibal Hamlin Hall
Bangor Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Acadia Hall
• Portsmouth under consideration for spent nuclear waste
• Gender gap narrows among assessment test scores
• loons win out as image on new conservation plates
• Scores
Test results hopefully
a trend, official says
AlMUSTA. Maine ( AP)-- Eleventh -
grade girls continued to narrow the "gen-
der gap" that keeps their math and science
icons below boys' scores, and the high-
school juniors scored higher overall this
year on the Starr's achievement tests.
The latest tests also showed L marked
irnpmvernent in the performance of stu-
dents who do not plan to attend college
"Hopefully, it's the beginning of a
trend," Horace Maxey. coordinator of
the Maine Educational Assessment for
the state Education Department. said
Monday
Acerage 11th-grade scores showed a
10-point increase in mathematics, and five-
point increases in science and the human-
ities. Reading scores rernai ned unchanged,
and writing scores were not immediately
compared to precious years because the
content of the tests varies each year.
l'he tests, goes annually at the fount)-
. eighth- arid 11th-grade levels, were ad
ministered to 12539 high-school juniors
last March.
Scores for individual schools ranged
from 100 to 400. Statewide, the Ilth-grade
averages were 285 in trading. 27041 writing,
285 in math, 290 in science and 280 in the
humanities.
State Education Commissioner Leo Mar-
ti n said the tests reveaied a sharp increase in
pmhlem-solving skills that he said was a
major factor in the improved mathematics
scores
Although boys still outscored girls in
mathematics and science, this year's scores
continued a narrowing of the "gender gap"
since 1991. The difference berwreii the two
groups' scores shrank from 39 points to 22
points in math, and from 116 points to 32
points in science
Thomas Keller, the science coordinator
for the tests, noted a gradual increase in the
number of girls who said in surveys that they
plan to take physics, rival 29 percent in 1988
and 44 percent in 1993. He said that change
in Interest and expectations may help ac-
count for the impmved scores
The latest tests also showed an increase
ot SO points in math and science for students
who do not plan to go to college.
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• Moose, chickadee lose out
Loons to grace Maine's new conservation plates
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) A prototype
of a special-issue license plate featuring a
loon with a pond and mountain in the back-
ground was to he stamped with a serial
number at the state prison in Thomaston
Tuesday
State officials hope to have the special
plates, which will raise money for state wild-
life conservation and parks programs. avail-
able for sale by the Christmas shopping sea-
son The plates will cost an extra $20 a year
Officials had to decide among loon.
TOM! and chickadee themes for the spe-
cial-issue plates, which were authorized by
the Legislature earlier this year.
lhe loon theme was picked "based on
marketing work showing it's the most sal-
able," said Acting Commissioner Fred Hur-
ley a the state fish and game department.
The state hired Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing to do the graphics and pre-
pare stocks of plates that will be printed with
the new design
On Wednesday', the prototype will he
reviewed by a parel of officials from the
departments of Conservation, Environmen-
tal Protection, Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
and Secretary of State
If it's acceptable, the plate will face a
final review by the Legislature's Transpor-
tation Conuni nee before it goes into produc-
tion later this fall, Hurley said.
"We're trying to come up with an image
that's pleasing as passible while meeting
needs for law enforcement purposes,- said
Hurley The combination blue, black, white
and green plates will have to be readily
distinguishable by police as Maine plates,
he noted
The loon will be placed at the left of the
plate, uncovered by registration numbers
that sometimes obliterate the red lobster on
Maine's regular plates.
The Secretary of State's office, which
oversees motor vehicle registrations, is work-
ing on distribution plan
Although the plates themselves may not
be available until early next year, officials
want to start selling them this year to people
who want to reserve the plates for them-
selves, or for others as gifts
"We want to hit the (hristmas market,"
said Assistant Secretary of State Janet E.
Waldmn
The marketing plan might inciude a toll-
fire telsylisas., number to place orders, public
service announcements and promotions
through conservation groups, said Hurley.
Motorists who want the plates will pay $20 on
top of the usual $22 annual registration fees
Based on anticipated sales of 80.000 sets
of plates, the state hopes to raise $660,000
during the next two fiscal years for opera-
tions and repairs at state parks and historical
sites, which suffered funding cutbacks this
year
The plates would also raise $440,000
over two years for programs to preserve
endangered and non-game species in Maine.
About $335,000 collected during the first
year would go toward plate manufacturing
and other start-up costs, but those expenses
would drop off sharply in the second year to
$54,000
The plate program faces ft legisla, e
review after two years
• Military downsizing
Bangor a model for successful post-base conversion
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — Unlike Lime-
stone, where local officials lived under the
threat of an Air Force base closure for more
than 20 years, the city of Bangor was blind-
sided when the U.S. Air Force announced the
closing of Dow Air Force Base 29 years ago
Eleven days after being elected chairman
of Bangor's City Council in November of
19M, John Conti and City Manager Joseph
Coupal dnwe out to Doss expecting lobe told
that the Pentagon planned to expand the
sprawling Strategic Air Command installa-
tion Instead, they were informed by ham
commander Col. James Flanagan that Dow
would he shut down in just over three years
"We were stunned," Conti said. "Build-
ings were still under construction There had
been no indication the base would he shut
Bangor would lose 12,000 of its 38,000
residents and an annual federal payroll of
about $17 million. As compensation, the city
would get a two-mile-long concrete runway,
buildings worth S200 million and the chal-
lenge to offset the income kist in the departure
of more than 4,000 Air Force personnel and
dependents
In those fist months, Conti recalled,
Bangor coo ldn ' tinterest the state or neighbor-
ing communities in a joint ownership agree-
me it to develop the airport The Maine con-
gressional dekganon brusquely informed city
officials not to waste tiMC seeking to overturn
the Air Force closure decision Some local
critics warned against the expenditure of city
funds, asserting that Dow would become a
white elephant
Bangor met its base Truce challenge Twat-
ty -five years after the former Dow Air Force
Base was soki to the city for SI. the facility is
home to TOR than 50 onrnparues. sit iploying
about 2,500 local workers The airport has
become a hub for trans-Atlantic charter air-
lines, which use it to refuel irilemational flights
SENATE ELECTIONS
Thursday, Sept. 30
Polling Places and Times
•Hancock Hall-Hart and Hancock residents. 11-1, 4:3
0-6:30
•Stodder Dining Commons-Balentine, Penobscot, an
d Stodder residents. 11-1, 4:30-
6:30
'Hilltop Dining Commons-DTAV, Oxford, Knox, and So
merset residents. 11-1, 4:30-6:30
'Stewart Dining Commons-Androscoggin, Cumberla
nd, and Gannett residents. 11-1,
4:30-6:30
*York Dining Commons-Estabrooke, Colvin, York Hal
l, York Village, Kennebec, and
Aroostook residents. 11-1, 4:30-6:30
*Memorial Union-Off campus students only. 9-5
'Student Government Office (third floor Memorial Union).
- All absentee ballots. Ballots
will be available Tuesday, Sept. 28 through Thursd
ay Sept. 30 from 9:00-3:00.
Absentee Balloting-Students who have a known conflict with
 voting lists or do not feel that they have rime to vote on Thurs
day are
encouraged to pick up and fill out an absentee ballot in the Stu
dent Gov't Office at the above times and dams.
For more information call the Student Gov't Office 1-1775.
VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE
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• Gays in the military • Brake, 
fire problems
House adopts policy GM, Ford recall trucks
homosexuals ar
ASHINGI ON (API - Ihe House
adopted legislation Tuesday to discourage
homosexual enlistment in the military as the
Pentagon considered a &las in implement-
ing President t'lintort's more lenient polies
Hs a vote of I301 - I the House branded
homosexualits an "unacceptable risk.' to
morale and appnwed the same policy adopt-
ed las the Senate earlier this month
The House action came as the Pentagon
considered holding oft on enforcing
Clinton's pouts on Fridas pending comple-
tion of the defense budget hs the House and
the Senate, said Defense Department sourc-
es, v. ho requested anonsmits
The administration has drawn up three
direct). es dealing v. ah recruitment. grounds
for separation from the service and investi-
gations of suspected homosexuals
Thes set are to go into e aro Friday but
Pentagon offictals mas ait to see what
Congress writes into 
lay.a'ote. on the contentious issue came as
the House continued a ock on next sear 's
defense budget
The action came after the House defeat
ed, tiy a vote of 264-169. a measure that
would leave the contentious issue to the
president's discretion
La--s makersalso retested an amendment
that a ouki require the militars to question
recruits about their sexual onentation The
(14e N as 291-144
Shortly after Cl inton announced his com-
promise plan tin Juls 19. both the Senate and
House armed Services .-ornminees adopted
'If pk‘' Crafted hs Nen Sam Nunn. 1)-(1a
die Alined Services chairman ho is a lead-
ing proponent of the ban
Nunn's policy makes no mention of three
major tenets of the Clinton plan - oneitta-
tion is not a hat to Serike, an end to sa itch-
hunts to ferret out gays and even-handed
enforcement of the Ilni form Code of Military
Justice foi homosexuals and heterosexuals
Nunn's policy lass out a series of find-
ings that military service is unique, operat-
ing under rules not found in civilian society
and homosexualits creates an unacceptable
risk to unit cotiecion and order
The policy continues Clinton's change °I
not questioning recruits or service mi.iikiris
about then sexual orientation. hut allows a
future defense -secretars to remstate the practice
Liberal Democrats have decned Nunn's
policy as more re...int-Ilse than Clinton and
conservative Republicans has e hailed it as
'ban-plus
An anAly so. by the House Armed Semc-
es; CalP stall points out that Nunn's policy is
ex a.ils the same as the ban that existed tefore
Clinion took office on several point's, includ-
ing grounds for separation from the service
**We've got a lot of innocent kids who
don't understand the world,'  said Rep Sam
Johnson. R -Te‘a, 'It's important that we
protect those kids it's something we owe
the parents of this nation
Rep Floyd Spence of South Canahha. the
ranking Republican on the House 'armed
Seraices Conumnee. said homosexuality is
incompatitsie with the militars. describing it
as -unnatural. immoral as v..ell as being 
.,1/1C states
Non Traditional Student
Coffee Hour
"Every Thursday at 3:15 pm"
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union',
1 Picnil to Hirundo
University ot Maine Wi!dlife Refuge
October 2, 1993
10:30 to 1:00
This is a wildlife refuge.
Parental supervision of your children is required.
Bus transportation pick up at Hauck Circle
and ll'niversit Park Bus Stop.
Bring a sandwich and we'll pro. ide the
drink, chips. dessert and fruit.
Stra up re advance la the Commuter Servicra Of
fice, TM, draMtree FM.. October I. i1 4,111
vrill lime a impose Ormme m the mem Me
million trucks to fix pmblemc that could
cause brake failure and fires
Ford said Monday that it is recalling I 2
million 1990-91 F-Series trucks with dual
fuel tanks to replace the fuel pressure regu-
lator and install a salve to prevent leaks of
gasoline through one of the gas tank covers.
The automaker said it has seven reports
of fires that started when gasoline dripped
down the side of the vehicle. Ford said it
knov.s of no accidents or injuries as a result
GM is recalling 76,000 1994 full-sizt
pickups and vans to inspect brake pedal
push rod retainers to see that the retainers are
in the fight position. A retainer out of posi-
tion could lead to brake failure.
No accidents or injuries have been re-
ported, the automaker said
GM is al so recall ng about 300,000 1988-
92 full-size four-wheel drive pickups and
certain 1990-92 all-wheel-drive mid-size
vans owned by people living in 14 Northeas-
teen charged with killing an elderly man
whose body was found in the city Monday.
• For smokers only
Freedom Air offers
charter smoking flights
SAN DIEGO t AP) 1 ed Hall hate. it
when he can't light up during an airline
flight He fidgets. he's restless and often
resorts to chew ing tobacco and spitting in a
small paper cup
"It's just murder.- said the retired air-
line pilot
Non, he's trying to solve the problem
and make money, too
H is charter air service for smokers. Free-
dom Air, is scheduled to take off for the first
time Tuesday mund trip between Chicago's
O'Hare International Airport and Los An-
geles International Airport
The unrestricted fare is $196 round trip
or SIPS one v. a) . with a $20 one-time mem-
bership fee The cheapest Chicago-Los An
cries round-trip ticket on the major carriers
• about S-130 ir th sestrictions
By last lanirsday, only about 40 of the
150 seats on the Inaugural flight were hooked
Rut Hall said he was confident that saber
cord gets out, the smokers will come
• 'We get a lot of calls — 'hes . can you
aler this from Louisville to (Incago around
l'hanksgi ring and Christmas' Sc' we know
'he market Is there.'" Hall said "It's lust a
tot the flights "
kfter Tuesday. Freedom .kir won't fly
again until early October. IA hen two charter
flights are scheduled
Hall says he will then evaluate the busi-
ness His goal is a regular, once a-day char-
tist between two mayor cities He has rented
a plane from Indianapolis-based American
Trans Air, which also will provide pilots and
crews
EvenFicsyksii Air will have some smok-
ing restrictions, as required tis law Nc) one
can light up until the plane is safels in the air
The no-smoking sign goes off when the pilot
chooses
Pipe and cigar smokers can't light up.
and there s no smoking in the bathrooms
What will the air he like inside the cabin
when the plane reaches cruising altitude and
eversone lights up"
Hail doesn't know But he said the au-
plane's manufacturer has assured him the
ventilation ss stern is adequate to avoid prob-
lem., he said
• Everyone has a different pattern of
smoking, an', was Hall said "So I can't
imagine we're all going to he smoking at the
same time
HiLLEL
ITIE JEWISH ST1 1)EN1 ORGANT7ATION
We would like to invite everyone to
our second meeting on Friday,
October 1,1993 at 4:00 p.m. in the
Totman Lounge on the second floor of
the Memorial Union for a Bagel Nosh
to celebrate the holiday of Succoth.
Everyone is welcome to all events.
We need your participation and
input to make this year a success
if Yew have any Questions please (a I Shoc.hana Hulatserriart at
581-1789.
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• Somalia
Clinton pushes for certain
date of troop withdrawl
‘k AS HIM.; ION - There 11111SI be
a "date certain" for withdrawing troops
from Somalia. President Clinton declared
Tuesday, and the White House said the
government w as negotiating with the Unit-
ed Nations for replacement of some U S
troops.
The president said he la ants the United
Nations to first des clop a po meal strategy.
ensur.ng that starvation and chaos will not
rev !sit the East Africa nation after U N
troops pull out.
Clinton's posh for an exit comes under
pressure from Congress. His comments shift-
ed gears from the hunt for fugitive warlord
Mohamed Farrah Aidid, placing new urgen-
cy on achiev trig political stability
'Every peacekeeping mission or every
humanitarian mission has to hay e a date
certain when it's over.- Clinton said in a
picture-taking session as he met with Dem-
ocratic congressional leaders.
While the administration still believes
the capture of A did would make it easier to
ensure lasting peace in Somalia. the White
House is try ing to change the view that the
U S is a combatant
The entorcement strategy did not
change,' Clinton said. 'But what I wanted
to emphasize at the U N. yesterday was that
there has to he a political strategy that puts
the affairs of Somalia back into the hands of
Somalia. that gives every country that
comes into this operation the sense that
they're rotating in and out, that there is a
fixed date for their ultimate disengagement
in Somalia "
His announcement same a, the House
neared a vote on a resolution asking him to
report to ('ongress by (Kt 15 on the goals of
the Somalia operation It also urges Clinton
to seek congressional authorization by Nov.
15 for continued U S involvement_
The Senate approved the same provision
earlier this month by a resounding vote of
90-7
White House Press Secretarc Dee Dee
Myers would not take a position on the
resolution, saying only, "We will continue
to work with Congress to figure out the hest
strategy .•'
Criticism over the mission mounted af-
ter it slowly evolved from a humanitarian
effort into a nation-building operation The
ones gre-w louder after three American sol-
diers were killed Sarurdas in Somalia
• Supermarket slaying
Jury weighs evidence in last
year's fatal stabbing case
BANGOR. Maine APi -- In the trial of
two young men charged in the fatal stabbing
of a supermarket manager. jurors found one
man guthy of murder and the other guilty of
manslaughter on Tuesday
On March 21. 1,-)42, Michael Scott Mc-
Doss ell. 27, was killed in a parking lot after
employees accused the two men of trying to
steal some hoer from a Bangor. Shop n' Save
store
The jury found Pomchai Moontn. 20.
guilty of murder and handed down a man-
slaughter conviction to Daniel Williams.
19
The Penobscot County Superior Court
jury took over the case following closing
arguments from attorneys and instructions
from Justice Margaret Kravchuk
Dunng her 45-minute explanation. the
Judge spelled out the differences in the law
regarding murder and manslaughter
itnesces testified that McDowell was
slain when he crossed paths with the two
defendants after they had gotten into a scuf-
fle with supermarket employees
McDowell vs as a manager of another
Shop 'n Save and had gone to the Broadway
store to shop
Mriontn. identified by witnesses as the
one wielding the knife. did not testify. Wil-
liams took the stand and indicated that he
was unaware that his companion was armed
or that McDowell had been stabbed
Moontn 's lawyer. Bruce Jordan. said in
closing arguments that his client was drunk
and nevei intended to harm anyone
r--
ATTENTION.
HEALTH PROFESSION CLUB MEMBERS
The first meeting of the year for the members of
the Health Professions Club is scheduled for Thursday
.
September 30. 1993. The meeting will he held in Room
102 Murray Hall and will begin at 6:30pm.
This will be an informational meeting for all
members of the Club. Please eome prepared to share
 some
ideas you may have for the upcoming war- If you are
unable to attend. Tim may be reached at 561-6721.
 Most
importantly, at this time. MENTORD will be assigne
d to
those who expressed an interest in the program.
Light refreshments will be served. Hope to
see you there.
Redding Club Presideni
Fieldhouse from page 1
Lisa Gonya, a first-year zoology major checks Dan Wadleigh's junior computer
engineering student ID card ID checks are being performed before s
tudents
may use the fteldhouse (Boyd photo.)
en in the fieldhouse. but is confident activity
will increase, and students such as Wendell
will have no trouble finding a game
'It's just a matter of people getting used
to paying for something they • se never had
to pay for before'. Ames said "The field -
house floor is over 20 years old. and has not
been maintained pmperly 7
('Maine students pay a $20 recreation
fee each academis year for the use of every
recreational facility on canzpus U14ame
faculty and staff members have the option of
paying a recreation fee for $75 per academis
year or $100 per fiscal year
Community members pa) four dollars
daily. $0 per semester. or $150 per aca-
demic year for use of the fieldhouse. pool
and fitness center Complimentary field-
house passes are as allahle for senior citi-
zens and people with special needs
Diego says hi
TONIGHT
101 NEVILLE HALL
7PM
$.50 a ticket
The Union Board: DIVERSIONS
A Division of Student Affairs
Residents On Campus
A Board of Student Governmem
For More Information Call  581-1735
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• Column
No excuse for abuse
Karla Stansbury
How many times have we heard the say mg "Violence doe
s not
solve anything We all proh.ibly have gotten into tights
 with our
hrothers and sisters. which actually is to he expected
 However.
a.s we pnihahly learned as children during those fights. vio
lence
really does not solve anything Chance, are. you s
oil end up
arguing about the same thing at a latet date
While mood people learn this lesson as children. h
 is it that some never do
figure it out'
Doniemic Violence Awareness Week began on Mon
day 01 this week and Mill
continue until next Tuesday Although I sill never 
know exactly what goes on in
people's minds, and w hy some people are abusive. now 
is a good time to think about
the problem
Sometime, abuse is a cycle. passed on down a line of 
people who were abused, in
turn tieing abusers If this is the caw., these people sh
ould seek pnvfessional help
I honestly do not know any other reason why som
eone would ph y sically . or
emotionally for that matter, hurt someone Is it a macho t
hing. a way to control' It a
person cannot handle a relationship with someone w-ho h
as a mind ill their own. they
should not even he in that relationship
To abuse a spouse. girlfriend, boyfriend. chtldren. a
nyone is wrong No matter
how serious the argument, no matter how angry vo
n are no matter shat ,A a, done. it
is wrong to abuse
I have heard many reaiiiiln, over tirlle, such ay. "Why
 would a person stay ix ith
someone who abused them, why not leave
Well, there are noss shelters which provide a safe place to s
lay. people to talk to.
arid police can always he notified
However. who's to say that any ot us would he thinking clearly 
Its ing in those
conditions? If we lose someone. is sometimes hard t
o do the nght thing and get
away After all, the abusive person must have some good
 qualities or the relationship
would not have canted.
If there a fear, resulting from threat,. that the person y
ou leave will later stalk
you, hurt you. or even kill you or someone you love,
 of course you would he
hesitant to leave
So, t'efore Judging '''orne°ne, he a f
riend
 
Listen when the need You. offer
support. tell them on are with them regardless cif 
what the, do However.
encourage them to ck hat is hest for their safety. get ou
t ot the situation
ha person shanilei not believe the line, "I will never do i
t again It it happened
once. you are alw ay • at nsk
If anyone is in this sttuatton. I encourage you to get he
lp Talk to family. a friend.
a professional. anyone
Nohody deserves to he abused
By no mean, arr. I an expert on thi• situation, Pita everyho
dy deserves a chance to
have a happy and sate life. especially in their own home
Everyone please take the opportunity . dunng this l)ornestic ‘'ic
ilence Awareness
Week and als. ay s. 7. he aware This problem ckies eXisL 
pmhably more than I know
arid TOM thar. Inc..4 everyone km's% s People need to le
arn that *arc is wrong and
that there is ma • Sk to tu.tit‘ :t
Karla Ctartsleur% rna.'t cm major wit, Idur arO
lortre is. flaw for der lace
re raw' sperm! Math him
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• Student pressures
Don't make straw
Tolerance levels are dangerous things
to try to judge This time of the year. most
students are now accustomed to classes
and first prelims. quizzes, papers or
projects may he due soon.
For some, this is an old hat, and the
only reason stress is building is that more
senior students may play the line a hit
more closely. putting oft work until the
last possible minute
For others. though. this entire mini
season 'o stress is a new and frustrating
experience. Mans think they can easily
handle the pressure
The pressure comes not only from
academics, hut from friends, acquaintan-
ces and new situations. too
Being away from home, in an unfa-
miliar situation. mav have now lost its
initial charm and mystique NON you're
lonely . under the gun and quite clearly on
your own.
Can you handle it? Do N'OU have
strength inside that comes from spending
time by yourself. counting on yourself
and depending on yourself?
It your answer is yes. then great. If
it's a maybe.
then read on
This is a big campus. There's no
reason to he alone Even if you've al-
ready been here for three weeks or three
sears and now find a lack of friends or
ears to hear your problem, there's no
reason to remain that was
(let out. do something to improve
your situation YOU don't have to hear all
the weight of higher education on your
own shoulders.
A good starting place may he
Helpl me. By calling a campus phone num
her. you'll find someone to talk to who
wants to help you work through your
problems.
A second idea may be to look into
organizations on campus that may inter-
est you, and may provide yOU with others
with similar goals or feelings
There's a lot of groups out there that
are presently begging for members. Go t•--.
a meeting
Don't bean island, reach out and find
someone to help vou survive for a hit
longer .At least until you graduate. W
then forget it. If it's a no.
• General Student Senate
Wanteth dedicated senainrs
Once agari the General Student Sen.lit
did not reach quorum last night Six sena-
tors needed to he in anendance and (ink
three found their was to Irti Neville Hail
The question remains. why can't sen -
ate reach quorum'
There is an attendance policy which
states it a senator misses more than three
meetings for unexcused purposes. the
senator is cut from senate This does not
seem le. he happening While iii'. under-
standable that the senate does not want to
conduct business for the whole student
body with only three people. something
has to he done
Student Senate conducts business
ss hk-h is important to all students Senators
v.nit 'have ma it been attending to the business
of this campus shawiki reconsick-
willing to recommit to the stuckc
those senators should resign
With Student Senate elections • ‘• •,-
honzon. we as a student hods can only
hope students ho are dedicated is
positions will he elected
Hats off to those who did attenc.
meeting last night Hopefully the newly
elected senators will accept the resit( insi hi I -
ity and challenge ot student government
and take it seriously (.114PR. RPM,
no,
no
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is 01
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cove
•
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ASA P •/VICIDIa•SeRVICES
SEPTEMBER 29 TO OCTODER 5
Take Part in Your Student Government Election
--hu••sclas Sert-e,-"he• 30 199:4
Off-Campus vc:e a: t-r try Memor
ial Union.
On-Campue - dining commons.
Use Your Voice!
irs
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
Maine OutIns Club • A general me-ting for all who are irtereeted
• 7:3C p.m. • Bangor Lounge.
Black Bear Mountain Bikers • 6:30 p.m. • Peabody Lounge, Memori
al
• Even, r,:iresday • All are welcome.
Ecumenical Bible Study Aith the four Orono campus ministers • 1912
Room, Memorial Union • 12:15 -1:00 p.m. • Every Wednesday.
Chess Club • Every Wednesday • 6:30-11:00 p.m. • FFA Room, Memor
ial
Union • All chess players are welcome.
Gamer's Guild • Every Wednesday • 6:00 p.m. • 310 Stevens Ha
ll • For
more ',formation call Marc at 581-6622.
Soup Kitchen • Pizza • Nightly vegetarian meals are served •Pth
6111.114. fruft, yogurt, coffee, tea an juice,. • All you car ea
t for
$4.25 • 5:00 - 6:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
UMaine Dance Company • First meeting of the year • 5:00 p.m. • Leng
yl
- • '7-- information call 866-4549.
University of Maine Men's Soccer s Thomas • C Watery, lie • 4
JS r
University of Maine Women's Tennis vs Colby • 0 Colby • 3:00 p
.m.
Maine bound Lunch Time Adventure Lecture Series • The Fruga
l
Gourmet Goes Backpacking-outdoor cooking • Come and learn
the secrets of good food outdoors, on the trail • 12 Noon • FFA
Room, Memorial Union • Free of Charge • For more information
call 581-1794.
Laurie Anderson • The superwomar of Multi-media storytelling
 comes
to Maine • 7:00 p.m. • Maine Center for the Arts • 'Tickets:
Students-$14 Orchestra, $12 Balcony • For more information
call MCA at 581-1755 • this is a comprehensive fee fund event.
Movie: "Review of the NefIlhe • 7:00 p.m • 101 Neville Hall
• Admission: 504 MO UM student ID, $3 for others
• ,:o-sperosred by TUB and ROC
Red Cross !Mood Drive • Co-sponsored by Alpha rb, c-raa ac2
Gamma Sigma Sigma • 2-7:00 pm. • York Ha''
dreakfaet at the Ram'et Horn • How about a good hc-rmacie 
meal to
start off you, aay • As much coffee as you car annk • 7-10 a
.m.
• C.': fr>C
Where it's At...
Feature Organization
5 - the Maine Review wa.-
startea 3 2, rt has becorr• •
Iterary magaz nes E
7 -.7 Maine at Orono carrips
- --
s comprised of poetry, prose aro a — 
by the undergraduate students.
Now preparing for the Spring publicat cA
ACCeptitie submissions urti November 23,1997 - --
interested. submit your piece of work t c 304 Neville Ha,
English Departmert. Because the Maine Review staff runs o- a
 ri
subrnissior policy, they ask that you- work does not have ra
or rt, but instead be accompanied by ar envelope di6play;.v
the following iP,formation.
*Your Name
*Your Address
'Your Phone Number
E W
r
k. Mane Review is under the surr-.
Advisor, Constance Hunting and
of student Pat mevers A side
efforts that will
staff has weekly meetings (vohich
A,ricome to attend). These meetinas are
— 
-la 402 Neville nail.
e-° as:f-st
 Tuesday of
every month Readings take place at Ea- - at the Ram's
Horn. These events have 'lc admissior charge, aria al are welcome
to participate, o- just comic to listen. The poetry readings are
alsc a perfect time to purchase backissuee a' the Maine Review,
for a low price Purchasing the publications riot only insures the
print of future issues and circulates the written, drawn, and
designed talents studerts. but alsc adds to your own persona'
library What more coula yOu ask forq
If you are interested ir becoming part of the Maine Review
staff or submittina to the publication and have further questions.
please foal free to cal! firt Myers at 581-8707
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THURSDAY, SEF'TEMBER 30
Campus Bible Study • 7:00 p.m. • 3rd floor chapel, Memorial Union
• Every Thursday.
A Taste of Home • home cooked meal at the Wilson Center • One dollar
donation • 5:30-6:30 p.m. • All are welcome.
Soup Kitchen • Stuffed Zuchinni • Nightly vegetarian meals are
served be/1th salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea Lind juices. • All you
can eat for $4.25 • 5:00 - 6:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial
Union
Not at the Malt Film Series • "Much Ado About Nothing" • 7:00 and
930 p.m. • Admission: $1.00 • Sponsored by the Multicultural
and Special Programs. Center for Student Services.
Wilde Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club • Social Ho
ur 6:30 -
7:00 p.m • 7:00 p.m. general meeting • Sutton Lounge.
American Indians at the University of Maine • All American Ind
ians are
encouraged tc; attend • 7:00 p.m. • 206 Little Hall.
Ram's Horn • An early evening movie followed by live mu
sical
entertainment. Come on down! • Free admission.
Breakfast at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homem
ade meal to
start off your das, • As much coffee as you can drink •
 7-10 a.m.
• $3.00
Socialist and Marxist Studies Luncheon Series • "The Strug
gle of the
Mayan F'eor r Guatemala- • iv!tr e on and Elena Ixcot.
Founders of Erternational Maya League • 12:20-1:30 p
.m.
• Bangor Lounge. Memorial Union.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1
Mystique of Dengue" • ' • - 
-  
• 9:00 p.m.
$3 others
Maine bound •  
•
Univerety mf Maine Womer's Field Hockey vs D-rs
 • 0 r- ,rdelphia, PA
• .2. r
Breakfast at the Ram's Horn • -4;.-44 about a good hom
emade meal to
start off your • As- "'u& .stee as you 
can drink • 7-10 a.en.
• $3.00
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2
Lorin Hollander, pianist • "One of the wonders of our age"
• 8:00 p.m. • Maine Center for the Arts • Tickets:
Students- $12 Orchestra, $10 Balcony • For more
Information call MCA at 581-1755 • This is a comprehensive
fee fund event.
Maine Bound • Overnight mountain bike trip in Acadia • We will b
e
camping out in Blackwood • For more information call
581-HIKE.
University of Maine Women's Soccer vs. Hartford • 0 Orono
• 11:00 a.m.
University of Maine Women's Tennis vs. Vermont and UNH
• 0 Orono • 11:0t.; a m
Living History Days • Presented by the Maine Forest and L
ogging
Museum, C. • "Autumn in the 1790's" • at Leonard Mills,
Bradley, Maine • 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. • Admission:
$4-general $3-members: $1-children 13 and under.
A. all natural food co-op located in the basement of Cha
dbou-re
Hall. Open Monday-Friday from 12-6 p.m.
Ongoing and Upcoming Hudson Museum Event
s
-Encounters: The Legacy of Columbus." a- exhibit
 of color
facsimiles of antique mars and book illustrations 
from the
;ollectione of the University of Southern
-h-aries; through Sunday, October 10.
"From Fire and Earth: Pueblo Ftittery," a- r-t of 
Southwestern
Native American pottery from the collect
ions.
through Sunday. October 10.
-Teaching about the Maya; a teachers' workshop. 
Friday and
Saturday. October 1 and 2.
For more information on any of these events call 58
1-1901.
1741N
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3
Worship and Celebration • followed by a light supper • 
Open to all • Wilson
.-e•-t-e, • 5:00 p.m. • Every Sunday.
Movie: "Huck Finn" • 2:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. • Hau
ck Auditorium
• Admission: 50$ with UM student ID: children-50d: $3-other
s
• Co-sponosred by TUe and ROC.
Discussion • with sill Diamond Secretary of Stat
e of Maine • He will be
talking about term limits for state representatives • 7:
00 p.m.
• Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
University of Maine Men's Soccer vs Northeastern •
 C Orono *1:00 p.m.
University of Maine Women's Field Hockey vs. Delawa
re • C Delaware
•1:00 p.m.
Living History Days • Presented by the Maine Forest 
and Logging
- • "Autumn in the 1790's" • at Leonard Mills,
a _xi „ 9:00 p.m. • Admission:
$4-ger era $3-members: $1-children - le-
MONDAY, OCTOBER 4
Soup Kitchen • Cream Of Carrot Soup • Nightly 
vedetarlar meals are
se,vea with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and _wo
es • A !I ycL.
can eat 'or $4 25 • 50C - 6:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, ye-
Union.
Th.." • with Debbie Davis • 5:00 -6:30 p.m. • The Wilson
 Center
Lecture: lbroonal Computer: Dela Yu or Something 
Nee • With Dick
MacKinnon • 7-00 pen. • 101 Neville Hall • part of the 
Distinguished
Lecture Series.
The Video Lunch Series • "Goddess Reinembersdr • E
xploring 35.00C
years .-- r-e-story... this film suggests th
at an ieteeconhect.e4
I.fe system, with respect for the Earth ana the femsle, may
 be
funaamental to peace and our survival *12:15-1:30
 cm. • Bangor
Lounge, Me- or- a
Gamma Sigma Sigma, National Service Sorority • -
tereste r meet no
new peopie - s tor
chapter - — - — r• 
ar.; AAde re
abo,-. •
Breakfast at the Ram's ‘iorr • -
•
3
-
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5
Soup Kitchen Slack Dean Tostacio • Nightly 
vegetarian
meals are served with sal, fri-t. yogurt, coffee
, tea and
juices. • All you can eat for $4.25 • 5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Maine Peace Action Committee (MPAC) • Come work
 with us on
the issues • Evers 7-I-ursday • 4.00 p.m. • In 
the Maples.
Student Environmental Action Coaltion (SEAC) • Mak
e a
difference today • 5:00 p.m. • Totman Lounge.
UMaine Video Club • Maine Alliance of Student M
ovie Makers
welcomes all who are interested • Every Tuesday • 7:0
0 p.m.
• 106E Lord Hall.
The Memorial Union Video Series • Charlie Chaplin: T
he Early Films
of a Screen Legend • A six-part Tuesday Series 
containing
25 of the Si Chaplin films • Featuring By the Sea
. The Bank,
Shanghaied and A Night at the Show • 2:30p.m.
 -
4:30 p.m. • Totman Lounge, Memorial Union.
Lecture: 'How To Think About Your Future Job?" 
• with Dick
N,s,ciisiemor • 4 'T. • 110 Little Hall,
Campus Living's "Personalize Your Room" contest
 • Today is the
iast aay to enter you room at your area office.
Maine Review Poetry Reading • All are welcome • Co
me to share or
just listen • 8:00 p.m • -he RAM', Horn.
University of Maine Women's Soccer vs. UNH • C 
Durham, New
• 7
Snsairfast at the Ram's Horn • -low about a good 
homemade meal
to st.tIrt, Off your aay • As much coffee as you 
can drink
• 7-10 a.m. • $3.00
Organizational Genre Writer's Support Group • 4:00
 p.m. • Ir
.e i-ta. • For information or input
,:a 942-45er
On—Tnielitional Stuaert
Scholarship Applications
see swaruite at tne
2-16 Ace-, a
• 77faer'N.
• •
Send all submissions or questions in th
e direction of Kim Roberts,
Coordinator, 'rne Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourn
e Hall or call at 581-4359. The deadline 
is the Friday before
the listings appear.
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At the new College of Natural Resources, Forestry and Agricul
ture Fall Field Day, Ann Bracket and Dean Bruce Wiersma
grab a fire hose This event was a water soccer" event where on
e has to push the ball with the water (f ..)yd photo)
• Education
Education conference promotes
year-round schooling
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) — A propi
nent of year-round schooling told represen
tati yes of SO school districts Tuesday that
the Northeast has been the most resistant to
the concept
But Charles Ballinger. executive director
of the National Association for Year Round
Education, predicted that Maine would have
a year-round school within five years,
"It's going to he a slow but gradual
increase I would rather that it not gmu too
fast because fads don't last." Ballinger said
"Fd much rather see it take root and stay
around"
More than NV educators attended the
two-day conference designed to orate in
terem in the idea, which has taken mot in the
West but has yet to crack the Northeast
'The question isn't whether you're go-
ing to do this The question is really when
you're going to do this: said Stanley Jor-
dan. an educator from Jacksonville. Fla
Year-round programs are in place in 11
states The Portland conference was the first
in New England. said Polly Ward, co, hair
woman of the Maine Task force On Yea/-
Round FAiucation
' 'Our goal is to pet local school district'
to explore [Ms..' she said ''We don't rant
a state mandate
The idea of year -round schooling in
Maine doesn't refer to spending more days
in the classroom Instead, proponents would
shorten the summer v acation and add addi
tional breaks throughout the y-ear
Such alternative schedules help student.
retain what they'se learned and give flex,
hility to overcrowded school districts. said
Ballinger
There is no educational argument for con
unuing the nine-month school year that wa
s
developed years ago when it was an econom
neoessity for farmers to have their children
in the fields during summer, he said
But the concept has plenty of foes, par-
ticularly the tourism industry in Marne
Donald H Toms. owner of Point Sebago
campground. argues that the year-round
concept wouldn't work in Maine because of
its dependence on SUTTIMer tourism
'The year-round education is pnmarily
taking place in southern states. Florida. Tex -
as and California.- he said. "It's never heen
tested in a place that's heavily dependent on
summer tounsm "
Toms said he %sants a study of the eco-
norni, impact before any serious thought is
given to expanding the calendar
Ward downplayed the on ticism She said
that while summer tourism may he adverse-
ly affected in Maine. businesses that depend
on winter tourism would get a hoost
"People are used to the old was of doing
things. so they don't want to change." Ward
said
In Orlanlo, Ha, the idea of keeping
school open all year was home more out of
necessity because of overcrowding in boom
ing Orange County, the borne of Disney -
world
There are currentis 42 elementary schools
representing 141.000 students on the year-
round plan. said Dianne Locker. program
specialist for the school system
By alternating the breaks, schools are
able to reduce by one fifth the number of
students in the building at arty given time.
she said
Also. teachers are supportive because
they re able to earn extra money teaching
other classes or working as substitute teach-
ers during vacation breaks, locker said
The Maine Task force on Year Round
bducation plans to issue its report this win
!CT. but Ward said one school district is
already looking at staying open all year
13
• Wild turkeys
Big birds
run afoul
HOLLISIUN, Mass. (AP) — Sue Hov-
encamp looked out her kitchen windou one
day last ueek and Sass a flock of wild tur-
keys in her garden She ualked out to shoo
them away, and ended up making a fast
retreat
"The big torn, his feathers went all up
and he turned and chased her out of the
garden and back to the house." said her
husband, Michael Heath
In this picturesque New England town,
everyone has tales about brushes with the
flock The plucky birds have gone from
curious novelties to clucking nuisances
since appearing mysteriously last No-
vember.
The Bible says man should have do-
minion over the wild animals And this
isn't dominion, believe me -They're pests,• •
said Margie Ramsey, 51, who was accosted
just doss n the street without provoking the
turkey
More than 170 years after their ancestors
were served up in a Thanksgiving celebra-
tion in Ply mouth. 45 miles to the east, the
turkey s are getting their revenge The tough
turkeys badger motorists, chase children
and block traffic
Field day
About 150 students, faculty, family and friends attende
d the first annual
College of Natural Resources, Forestry, and Agriculture 
Fall Field Day Here
Ann Bracket is trying to push the ball across the goal
 line while Jim Hazzard
blocks her Each team had a fire hose to push the 
ball with, which was
supplied by the Forest Fire Attack Team (Boyd photo.
)
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Wednesday, September 29
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Friendships and other social contacts are
extremely important to you, but above all,
you need a soul-mate to be tmly happy.
Affectionate and romantic, you have a ten-
dency to fall in love with love which in-
variable leads to heartache, especially in
your youth Once you learn to take your
time about getting involved, your romantic
life rims on a much smoother course!
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Avoid
taking a high moral tone with a co-worker.
especially if you know they're making a
mistake! Resentment will linger long after
TAURUS (April 211 - May 211): Your
loved one needs your understanding and
attention Get back in touch with each oth-
er Time together makes everything right
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Probing
into the private life of someone you care
about can lead to some painful revelations
Sometimes. ignorance really is bliss!
CANCER (June 21 • July 221: Use
indirect methods to accomplish your goals
today Forcing your ideas on others
cause more resistance, find a way
an-iund their objections
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): An associ-
ate's grandiose scheme is certain to back-
fire its really just a marter of time Don't
play follow the leader, let others follow
you
IRGO I Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Although
the stars encourage you to he more outspo-
ken. your chart also cautions you to he
careful about what you put into writing
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): lust when
‘ou thought it was over and done with, a
pmhlern rears its ugly head once more
Teamwork will settle this once and for all'
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21):
Though a social. or career situation ap-
pears hopelessly complicated, it is much
simpler than it looks' Try not to over
a is Tt the problem
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
You may he asked to train a new associ-
ate who has little or no experience Do
what you can, just don't expect to per-
form miracles
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 191: The
world is .itio canvas for riot imagination'
Your original, inventive mind will move
sou in new directions sodas.
4QI ARIUS (Jaw 21- Feb. 111): Take
a c  ove. king term view of your
Mans and don't narrow your options pre-
maturels ' restrict yourself unneces-
sanls ^
PISCES iFeb. 19 - Mareli 20): Differ-
ent ideals and values can lead even the hest
.-sf friend* in Sr confl).-1 occactrinalt% Conn
nrommr s 1.ffic11l, htu worthwhile
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Your Daily
Horoscope
FIr Thursday, September 30
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
born traveller, you possess many commu-
nication skills that transcend words You
may be bilingual, or have a knack or bridg-
ing language barriers through other modes
of expression A charismatic person, you
can charm just about anyone in a one-on
one situation
ARIES (Manch 21 - April 191: Where
reasonable discussion has failed, an mane
shouting match may succeed Important is-
sues that have reacheo the boiling point are
at last aired and resolved
TAURUS (April 20 - May IS): An emo-
tional matter with a co-worker reached an
abrupt but satisfying conclusion It's time
to pick up and move on to bigger and better
things'
GEMINI May 21 - June 20): The Full
Moon in Aires closes the month with an
emphasis on friendships, groups, and mu-
tual goals Team efforts meet %loth success
I'ANCER (Jane 21 - July 22): A con-
flict %kith a parent or other authonty figure
may not he exactly pleasant. but it may he
necessary to get your point across Kick
back and relax with a friend tonight
I,E() I Jul, 23 - Aug. 221: A sense of
completion and relief closes the month on a
positive note, as a difficult interpersonal
problem is brought to an end. Communes:a-
non is everything'
31RGO I Ang. 23 • Sept. 221: Argu-
ments may he unavoidable when the Full
Moon in Aries suggests conflict A quarrel
may he necessary to start an open dialogue
11.1BRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 221: is power-
ful lunar aspect helps to bring about the
conclusion to a troubling matter A conflict
is likely. but will resolve many problems
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nm. 21): A kits
cussion of the loud, vocal variety may not
he pleasant, but it will evente ally lead to
the resolution of an annoying p, oblem
SAGITTARIUS iNm. 22 - Dec. 211:
It seems you have finally cern the last of
an issue that has come between you and
your loved one A great time to vacation
together
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 • Jan. l9t: The
Full Moon in Aries brings about an end of
matters, a conclusion in a close relation
ship Travel and education are strong Is fa-
vored
kQl kRR'S Jan. 20 - Feb. 111): It's
time to make a clean break sit ith the Pm;
and move ahead A disturbing incident fn-er
VOW' childhood is addressed, and will soon
lose all hold on you
PISCES (Feb. 19 • March 20): The
Food part of a lovers' quarrel is that it gives
you both a chance to blem off some steam.
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• Island secession
Portland adopts aggressive anti-secession strate
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — City offi-
cials and several members of Portland's
legislativ e delegation have agreed to use a
combination of political pressure and ap-
peasement in their fight to keep Casco Bay.
islands from seceding
The political battle will he waged in the
Legislature The city and its delegation will
work to convince lawmakers that allowing
the islands to vote on secession is a bad
precedent They argue that it opens the
door to as oft by any neighborhood unhappy
about high taxes
"That's got to he hammered home on
every discussion of the issue.' said Mayor
Anne Pringle
Residents of Stroudv, ater have considered
breaking from Portland. and Bickieford Pool
residents have talked of leaving Biddeford.
Pnngle said the tax concerns of property
owners should be addressed in other ways.
The other part of the city•s anti-seces-
sion campaign -- appeasement — is taking
place closer to home
The city communicated throughout the
summer with island representatives about
their needs, such as those involving emer-
gency medical services, said Pringle She
said the city should have a response to such
concerns in about a month
"I feel an obligation to say. 'Here's what
we think we can do. she said.
The new
3-D graphing
grade-making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-busting
HP 48G
Check it out
The new HP 486 graphic calcula-
tor gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot less than you think.
Get more
• Push a button, choose from the
pull-down menu. and fill di the
blanks. Entering data is that easy.
• View 3-D graphs.
• Acres", over 300 built-in equations.
• Perform algebra and calculus
operations on equations before
entering values.
• Enter and see equation.s like they
appear on paper
• Work with different units of
measure. The HP 486 will convert
them for you. For example. enter
inches. centimeters. yards. and
feet. together in one eqm.ion
cum ert them
Get more ... for less
Compare prices — the HP 486 fits
your 1: udget
Special introductory offer*
When you buy an HP 486 or
HP 486X. you can get free
software (plus games!) and a free
cable for connecting to your
desktop PC. Write programs for
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard.
or store HP 48 files and pnv.rams
on your desktop PC.
Pick up a coupon at your college
bookstore
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ArtsForum
What's
new cn the
arts scene'?
In The Near Future:
MCA: imorie koferson Li, Con-
cert.' Leath Anderson's combinatioa
of inventh* eicctronics, striking rift-
els, original sonic and pointed aim-
dotes km treated a s molar vision oSj
cenalarcenag ptrirmiog int. This jack -
of berisients to**
Wien Ana, Upireniky et
Maim. ea Wednesday. Sept- 29 at /
pin. Admission fee.
Masi "IlloseavatiftiteNenis."1
Wednesday, Sept. rf, 101 Nevi* lialL
Admission ins.
Gaihry Axii Cooper: Paint-
ings," noon, Tburetsy, Sept. 30, Car-
migie Hall. Free.
Film: "Mach Ado About Nothing,"
part of the not at the Malt series. 7 and
9:10 p m , Thunday. Sept V. Hauck
Auditorium. Admission fee
On-going arts and
entertainment
Movies from India every Monday,
6.30 p.m., 101 Nev.fle.
International Folk Dancing every
Monday, 7pm Memorial Union.
Charlie Chaplin: The Early Films of
a screen Legend, the Mid-day Tuesday
Video Program. 2:304:73 ç m ev try
Tuesday, FEA Room. Memorial Union.
TGIF Music. every Friday. noon,
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Art: "Excerpts from the Art Inside."
organized by Kathi Wall of Mid-Maine
Medical Centot through Oct 16, Wom-
en's Resource Center. 101 Fernald Hall.
"Anne Cooper: Pairtnngs." a Waft-
um of Art exhibit, through Oct. 30. Car-
negie Gallery. Carnegie Hall
"Campus Past/Campus Future: Cre-
ating CorionflInirs,- an Institutional Plan-
ning exhibit through early fall. Alumni
Hall
"On An/Onward,' a University of
Maine Musenzn of Art exhibit. through
Oct-I. Hole in the Wall Geller). Memo-
rial Union
"Encounters: The Legacy of Colum-
bus," a Hudson Museum exhibit of 22
color reproductions of antique maps and
book illustratiors, through Oct. 10,
Maine Center for the Arts
"Faces of Nepal-- a Hodson Muse-
um exhibit of photographs of pe*Plig
front Nepal by Miet Siam. freebie..
outdoor and travel photograpiNie,
through Ocr, 10., Maine Center for the
Ans
'Front Fire and Fart* Puehio Pot-
tery." a tineistm Muse-urn exhibit et
Sodhemssern Native Americas prim
tannin oollect. duvet! 0= 10, Maine
Omer for the Arts
'Theatre Department Exhibition, " a
Muse= of Art exhibit. dim. 00-22-
Haack Gallery. Mensesimi Unica.
• 00-geog sots aumnissalst
are free mks: otherwise seated
• 'Fire in the sky' burns out slowly on tape
• Bruce Willis may be typecast but is still entertaining
• The bookshelf is overrun with a collection of zombies
• Food review
A good taste of some local flavor
By Louis Brownstein Smoking: no bination platters and abou
t eighty (yes,
Arts Reviewer Credit cards.: all major eighty) specialty
 dishes
Open: 1 1 - 1 0 p.m.. II p.m_ weekends Such a large menu requires a large in.
In this day and age of "industrial- rock Fall is officially here, school is in ses- ventory of foods, and the prices reflect th
is.
bands and virtual reality. many people like sion, and thousands of people within the Meals start from the egg fu young
s ($4.95)
me are leaving the cutting-edge scene and campus community are developing appe- and end with the several ch
ef specialties
returning to the basic arts. Food is probably titer for a change of pace. However, the ($11.95 )
the last of the arts which doesn't involve most popular break in the routine involves We started with a Hot and Sour
 soup
messy canvases and smashed guitars, yet leaving the mac & cheese in the cupboard (S1.50), which was spicy and very filling.
ith more and more people going out to eat, and try ing out one of °tom's many restau- The soup consisted of tofu, mushro
oms.
the culinary arts are very much en vogue rants and many other ingredient
s Every suc-
w ith the nineties Out of necessity. I've This past Friday some friends and I cessful Chinese restaurant o
wner carries
worked at eight restaurants over the span of viOted the China Garden on Oak Street, his hot and sour recipe to Ile
 grave
six years - everything from dish washing to newly situated behind Laverdier's. This is Our entrees were ser
ved promptly. The
cooking I'm by no means an expert in this an ideal location for many reasons, one diced chicken Szesc
huan style ($7.95) u as
field, but then again no rev iewer or artist being since China Garden doesn't have a moderately hot and sp
icy It included
ever is. liquor license, patrons are encouraged to steamed broccoli
, water chestnuts and black
China Garden bring their own from the Beverage Ware- tree fungus ( whateier tha
t /11.1 be all in a
Food • •1/2 house downstairs thin garlic sauce
Service •••1/2 We were very impressed with the ex -
Atmosphere • • tensiy e dinner menu that featured 32 corn-
See CHINA on pew 19
Head spins
By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
Cranes
Forever
RCA
If you are looking for dark, haunting,
gothic. late-night, quiet-time niusic. then
the new Cranes disc is the one to choose
The sound this quartet from England
produces can he described in many ways. It
is beautiful and sad, powerful and inspiring.
quiet and mind-throbbing, often times all in
the same wing
Each song starts differently and trai:els
upon one central theme The play ing inay he
termed as simple. but the composition as a
whole is masterful Cranes take the ordinary
and create the extraordinary
All this states nothing for the incredible
%oral sty lings for which Cranes are know-n
The socals. usually sung aboy:e a whisper,
are hard to pin down. but sound similar to a
y:oung girl scorned ()tie can definitely sense
pain
The Mooned guitar placed against sooth-
ing Yocals tears the listener between two
emotions. anger and sadness
The disc opener. -Every where." uses
acoustic guitars with other stringed :ristru-
merits to create an enclosed space in order to
allow the vocals to lead the !minter through
an epic tale .knother notable track is ".kdrift -
In this track, one is IfiCLIS1 onto a swelling
ocean of sound that moves in and out. up and
ck,wn. and final's through your head
If the lync-s air too layered, do not worry
This is the way that Cranes sing There is a
wong paralkl to Cocteau Twins socaic. but
enough of a chfference ti • disregard compar-
isons
Cranes is one of those CD's one has to
listen to as a work_ not song by song
A spec ia w arning goes out to those who
are easily depressed Listen to this in 
small
doses klthough it is haunting and dark.
Fro:rvc. is a masterpiece front start to
finish
See HEADSPINS on page 18
The Cranes provide a dertw3toroy of sadness and anger on 
their second album
'Forever (Courtesy photo)
18
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III From the BooksheW 111 
By Andrew Davis
Staff Writer
The Ultimate Zombie by Byron Pirics
The Ultimate Zombie is a collection of
short stories written by nopulu contempo-
rary authors Anne Rice, Rick Ilautala, S P
Somtow and Harlan Ellison just to name a
few. The most familiar name to me of the
few I've listed is, of course, Anne Rice Her
contribution is 'The Doctor" from her hook
The Witching Hour
In my opinion, when you read a compen-
dium of short stones. sou really can't go
wrong The book represents many different
styles of writing and has some great exam-
ples. One would wonder how the idea of
:ombies could go on so long and not become
dull, but this collection is a perfect example
to the contrary
The binding threads to these tales are
their modern situations involving zombie-
like people, some being more belies able
than others Illustrator Michael Da% id Rie-
gel adds a pen and ink snippet to each tale.
which ennches the rest of the themes I
found the artwork enjoyable when reading
the point of the story
to be said
Rick Ilautala. a Maine w-nter. has an
eight page tale. "Surprise." about rural life
in Maine and chat can happen to a man in
nressed economic times
Frances A McMahan wrote the "House
of Lazarus" in which "reanimation" occurs
often in society The problem with reanima-
tion is that it causes deep scars As a result,
groups of the undead run-off from society to
form their own bands lead by the most stable
being among them Their existence is bor-
ing and hopeless, made even more horrify -
ing by the fart they can't die Fate for them
means merely disintegrating into nothing or
the pieces The snippets tie into the tales,
giving Biegel's visual suggestions to the
reader's imagination
Each author is independent in their pur-
pose yet some ot the motives for writing are
more profound than others. The first tale in
the colletlion is one called 'Though I Walk
Through The Valley", by ST Scantow Not
had for an opener I noticed the realism in the
writing much more than anything It wasn't
the mechanics that interested me as much as
the moral that needed
waiting until a hate gang finds them to
accelerate the process through violence
Consequently , the story has a racial tinge
-The Silent Majority" written by Robert
Weinberg. tells the tale of a drug dealt.' cork-
ing his ‘k.a into the school board by intimida-
tion, lies and threats to his opponents In this
case, the zombies come to life to vote him
away from office Yet it isn't that simple as the
dealer has more than one trick up his slee%e
It's the classic case of good versus evil.
"Corruption in Office" by Don
D' Ammassa tells of the death of the presi -
(tent It seems the %ice-president is worse
than the competition, so another solution
must be found_ The whole tale is a shot at
politics and the way we perceive them
Harlan Ellison wrote '7 is for Zombie
in just one page
Each author has something to say cheth
er it he political, social or just to write about
zombies This collection represents a great
cluster of modern writers Reading about
zombies never really interested me, yet re
gardless of subject, there is some excellent
imagination that kept my attention In my
mind is that's the only type of book to read
Headspins
Cut cid
tape
By Mark Dehmlow
Staff Writer
The existence of extra-tenestnal life has
been sensationally portrayed by tabloids
sod movies since the fun UFO sighting
'The in the Sky," hired on the lives of five
friends whoencounter a UR/ itinfixces thc
possibility of life exiating "cut then."
Travis Walton (RD. Sweeney) is a
good el' boy from a smell town in the
Wilts:* who livel a weber regular
lila afters day's wort ill itle woods.
abducted by a UPO. His co-am:kers
the miry to the police but rot
liars bey...11mm they are trobable
lie TtaltrY 0! A, slice The *ran
agstrat the 6. ve mcpetts, and evert en12.
*tot Oanes Corm-6s Ms rekrd set
Mks Was inertiered by one of has
'Kates (Crag MA days
Sem PLItit on page 1
from page 17
Taj Mahal
Danc:ng The Blues
Private Music
Already one of the blues masters, with
over Al albums under his guitar strap, this is
Taj Mahal s latest offering Taj is in top
tam on this recording
This collection contains mostly covers
of songs that influenced Taj One empha-
sis track is a duet with Etta James, a cover
of "Mockingbird" Other covers include
Fat's Domino's "I'm Ready," Nowlin'
Wolf's "Sitting On Top Of The World"
and Hank Ballard's "Hoochie Coochie
Coo'
There are also two new offerings from
Taj in this collection. These include the disc
opener of "Blues Ain't Nothin'" and "Strut"
Both songs are pure Taj magic
This disc is a master no blues listener
should tro without The production and sound
quality are only what the old legends could
have dreamed of for their songs It's nice to
he able to hear old staples in crystal clear
sound
As some may remember. Taj Mahal
played the Maine Center for the Arts last
year to a packed house A few of the songs
he performed live are included here One of
these is 'The Hooch' Conch' Co, "a pleas-
20 Main St. Orono
ant addition to the disc
For those who have been long- time Taj
Mahal fans, or for those who know nothing
about the Blues, give this latest release a
listen It combines classics of the past with
the quality of the present.
Tag Mahal s still going strong with his latest release 'Dancing the Blues'
(Courtesy photo.)
CHINA GARDEN
STUDENT'S SPECIAL
S4.99
41
IC 2
1.1
4 Pried Wonton,
Egg Roll,
Chicken Wing,
Boneless Ribs, and
Pork Pried Rice,
Mrs October 5th
No minimum order
for delivery
Please Call 966-7344
866-5944
- OAK STREET
ORONO, MAINE 04473
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Staff Writer
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Get the Picture
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
The new Bruce Willis movie "Striking
Distance- has some striking visuals Is this
another "Die Hard" on a boat? Well, yes,
but, it's still entertaining.
Willis plays a homicide cop named Toni
Hardy chasing a killer. The film is set in
1991 with an incredible CAST chase, which
results in the death of Hardy's father.
Two years later, Hardy, now an alcohol-
ic, is working on a police boat and adjusting
to a new partner. played by Sarah Jessica
Parker. Murders begin to occur, with the
bodies washing up on Hardy's route. Each
of the victims are somehow related to Hardy
.-ither past girlfriends or associates Sc,
who did it?
Hardy thinks the killer is the same guy
iesponsitsle for the Polish Hill murders (the
(nes (own 1991), and he is planting the
bodies so Hardy will find them.
There are some good action sequences
and plot twists, yet Willis plays the same
outcast cop he's played in the past. He's
called a drunk and a traitor, but effective
Parker isn't that great in terms of acting,
but of course her character wears bathing
suits on the boat and eventually falls for
Hardy. She's one of the only people who
believes Hardy's theory that the same killer
s back and is a cop.
The filming is well done with some great
suspenseful action. It starts off with a bar.g,
slows down a bit, then picks back up again
with the obligatory final clues that never
SOCRIS to stop.
Willis has some good one-liners, which
are expected from turn by now, yet are
actually funny. If you liked the way he was
in the "Die Hard"s I'm sure you'll like
"Striking Distance"
There was more substance to the movie
than I thought there would be. I expected
just another big chase movie, yet the plot
twists kept me interested. The perfornuinces
were well done and convincing to the point
you're not quite sure who did it until the end.
The music follows the action well
enough, being an undercurrent to the fen-
sion of the scenes.
What is seen in the previews are just
glimpses of the action, but it definitely gives
a feel of what to expect. Don't go into the
movie thinking it is all about the chases
though. To give credit to the script, there is
enough going on beside the running around.
such as an internal affairs investigation.
"Striking Distance" is an entertaining
movie without excessive violence. Willis
can chalk this one up as another hit, and I'm
sure that Parker is glad she's a part of it. As
far as &i-sting go, I would give this a matinee,
possibly even full price. It's fun, funny, fast
and at ernes furious_ If you're looking for
"Die Hard" on a boat, don't eistancr your-
self too far from -Striking Distance"
Fire farm page 18
with intensise investigation until mysteri-
ously Walton appears - cut, hnused and
frightened He tries to work his was hack into
his life, but is haunted by flashbacks if his
expenences as guinea pig for the aliens.
''Fire in the Sky " features performances
that are far from great Each actor has a very
mediocre performance. coon robe forgotten
when the movie is OVei This movie only
r!inforces the fact that putting recognizable
(ices in a film doesn't always make a movie
good, only disappointing if the actor can't
live up to the publicity
The film itself has a powerful and inter -
e Sting beginmng, but slowly dissipates into
s hat seemed like an hour and a half long
Unsolved Mysteries special. After the first
five minutes the movie becomes rather te-
dious and banal with a flicker of an interest-
ing plot turn every 20 minutes or so until the
last half hour which is garnished with fasci-
nating special effects, the only redeemable
quality of the film Subsequently. the Iasi 30
minutes is Walton's flashbacks of the or-
deals he endured on the UFO
This movie is fix those who are en-
grossed in space and beyond Anyone else
should avoid this film because they will be
subjected to boredom from out of this world
Overall, "Fur in the Sky" is a Sunday after-
noon movie, to be watched when you have
nothing better to do
China from pager
The moo 'hi chicken tS7 95) was fairly
bland and unseasoned Along with all the
cabbage and mushrooms, there were only
about two ounces of chicken Served with
-pancakes" and hoy sin sauce, this dish was
nothing to write home about
The food was mediocre hut the service
was good Our waitress was friendly and
knowledgeable. yet we felt a little rushed in
such a seemingly empty dinning mom
•oomer should never feel as though the
welcome has worn out
China Garden's dinning area is open
and well lit by the enormous picture win-
dows overlooking the Main St bridge
B !hind the counter in plain sight is the
cook's line, which was meticulously shiny
aid clean
With this unpretentious atmosphere, cou-
pled with the more than reasonable lun-
cheon specials, China Garden's forte' ma!,
rest on the noontime business crowd The
Wanted: Dead or Alive— Arts Writers
Shirley Schneider
'PO MI Hope AVE? Bid. 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781
Betsy Sc:hneider
194 Main Street
El!sworth, Maine 04605
867-4446
ELECTROLYSIS CENTER
The only PERMANENT methor of unwanted hair removal
for men and women
PROFESSIONAL • CONFIDENTIAL AFFORDABLE
Free Consu tenons
Sclecial_ 1 51'-.0- ()I-
Vr 17;•Cf11:./i.! .11!".",
lunch specials range from $4 25 to S5 50
and include either steamed or pork fried nce
plus an appetizer or soup From what I've
heard, these lunches are fast and fulfilling
China Garden is a restaurant for fami-
lies and friends, and its gigannc menu will
suit any body With a few improvements
and attention to details, China Garden could
become very popular in this highly com-
petitive town
Friday, October 1
Fall Comedy Series
The Mystique of Derique
A Comedy and Novelty Act
9pm
(Doots open 8:30)
Damn Yankee
$1 w/UM Student ID
$3 All others
Soda, Snacks &
Cash Bar w/ID
Derique McGee, labeled "The Mystique of Derique " Music
and Mime, is a master at his craft. His show brings laughter
to crowds of all ages and nationalities. Derique's routine
combines slapstick from the silent era and adds the
innovation of the '90's.
The Union Board: DIVERSIONS
I '!claine Campus Enterta!nrnent 581-1735
2t) The Maine 
Campus, Wednesday, September 29, 1993
Thursday September 30
Friday October 1
College Season Passes
on Sale $295
Prize Giveaways 9pm to Midnight
• Season Passes
• 2 day/ lnight stay at Sunday Rive(
during Gotta Rock College Break Week
• LiftTickets
• PerfectTurn Clinics
• T-shirts, posters, stickers
fiver
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• UMaine men's soccer question Delaware's decision
• Cosgrove looks to get football Bears refocused
• Bo caps comeback with division-clinching homer
The Campus • UMaine men's soccer
Sports Ticker Biatz1/4. Bears
Annual Midnight
Madness hockey practic.
this Saturday
The University of Maine hockey beam
drib &friar of the national chum-
sbip Saar* night irked they haid
their annum Midnight Madness noddy
prelim at Adfond Arena.
The practice it inc boaci the amok
dad will begin at 1000 p.o.u.kgasings.
:411162e give-aways arida cheshIll latleat
Refresh:neon will also be saved
The Black Bears will take biz ice at
12101 LM anti will feature an intringatd
Wilmmare as well as a shootout aglinst the
team's goalies hit more information, read
tie Maine Ca•nour this coning Friday
NEVt ) OR k Y George Breast
the Kamm Cray Royals, who hit two home
runs the day after adruncing his retire-
ment. Was selected AL pLiyer of the week.
Bar) Bomb of the San Fran:ism Oiard
won in the National League.
Bret batted 385 on 10-for-26 with four
home nits and 73 total bases. He scored six
runs, drove in nine and had an on-base
percentage 4.407. It is the 12th orm Bien
has won the award — most by any AL
player -- since it was inurskiced in 1974.
Bonds went 12-for-26 with five boo-
bies and four bode teens ckiving intl ma
and «wing eight_ He betted .462 with a
slugging pexcenuige of 1.115 and an on-
base percentage of .533.
HARTPORD, Conn (AP) — Con-
necticut lav.-makers made a bid to lure the
New England Patriots to Hartford. autho-
rime S252 million in hoods to build a
foothal! stadium
The state House otRepresmitan ves vot-
ed 88-54 in feed of the proposal. The
Senate passed it 25-9
Philadelphia businessman France;
Murray. tomer minority owner of the Pa-
triots, and a group of 13 investors hope 10
bus the franchise and move it to Hartford.
RALF3(11-1 N.C. (An -- Two assis-
Wal motes who crop after the Nrrth
Carolina-North Orokina Sole eagle wen
wispended one game ea*
Mornerns Wier North Carolina 's 35-14
victory at Carter-Finley Stadium Saturday.
UNC ambient «mei Donde Thunman
toldad N C. Suite waisted Ted Cain N C
*Me coach Mile °Vain decided to sus-
pend Cain from the Wolfpack's Faro at
Clarman. while North Crotina coach Mt&
Brown decided to suspend Thcaripwelkir
Lite_ Tar Heels pane against Texas-B
over postponed gum
Delaware takes advatage of "unwritten rule," doesn't play despite good weather
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
The University. of Maine men's soc-
cer squad anticipated playing the Univer-
sity of Delaware Sunday afternoon in a
key North Atlantic Conference contest.
As game time approached, however,
no gams could be found despite sunny
weather. The Blue Hens, seeing standing
weer en their field, had postponed the
contest early Sunday morning, citing an
unplayanle field.
UMaine Athletic Director Mike
Ploszek feels that the game should have
been played.
"This is the first time I've ever seen a
game called on account of weather,"
Ploszek said. "1 think soccer is similar to
football — play no matter what "
Ploszek said that he acted after he
received a phone call from U Maine Coach
Scott Atherley and Associate Athletic
Director Anne McCoy. who were in New-
ark. Del with the squad.
After contacting the Delaware athlet-
ic director and NAC commissioner Stu
Haskell, Ploszek said he started gather-
ing information for possible further ac-
tion
The decision to postpone the game.
according to a North Atlantic Confer-
ence agreement, rests with the host ath-
letic director, in consultation with the
home team coach
e have nothing written down in our
rule hook," NAC staff assistant ten Har-
low said "That's what we've gone on in
the past "
Harlow feels that Delaware, 1-6 at
press time, wasn't trying to avoid play-
ing the Black Bears.
"In our minds the Delaware coach
wasn't trying to avoid playing the game"
Harlow said. "If the game was played
under those conditions, it would tend to
favor the poorer team
Harlow said that the NAC office had
received a "very" from Ploszek's office
asking that the match he declared a for-
feit. The league didn't grant the request.
"The NCAA doesn't recognize a for-
feit,- Harlow said, "therefore nothing
would be gained."
The conference decided that the game
would be replayed if the game becomes
crucial to the Black Bears' tourney hopes.
The game would be played at a neutral
site, v. ith the league paying the expenses.
"That's small consolation," Ploszek
said "VY e were down there ready to play ."
Ploszek said his office is trying to
decide what the next step will be
One thing that will be changed, ac-
cording to both Ploszek and Harlow. is
the unclear policy regarding cancelling
or postponing contests
"Monday there's a meeting of the
North Atlantic Conference board in Mas-
sachusetts, and this will definitely he on
the agenda," Ploszek said.
See SOCCER CONTROVERSY
on page 22
The University' of Maine soccer team, shown here in action earlier this season
versus BU, is outraged after their game Sunday as postponed due to "unfavor-
able" weather conditions. (Boyd photo.)
• UMaine football
Black Bears try to regroup
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
'f ter suffering a humbling 0-13 loss
t, • the I 'niversity. of New Hampshire Satur-
day probahly more than a few I Iniversity
ot Maine football players woke up Sunday
morning wondenng what exactly had they
done wrong
But Black Beat coach Jack Cosgmve is
only blaming one person for his teams'
lopsided loss — himself
"Point the fingers here," said Cosgrove
at his weekly press conference Monday
"Judging by what you saw Saturday, you'd
probably think we had the week off from
practice I NH played outstanding on game
day, and not to take anything away from
them, but we just didn't look like we cared
at times, and that's my fault
"If you get your butt heat and go down
fighting, you simply say. 'That's sports'
and try to bounce hack But it's different
when sou get it handed to you like we did
Despite Cosgrove disappointment in his
team', preparation and perfonna.a-e, how -
ever, the personable first-year UMaine
coach has still managed to keep his sense
humor
"I got home Sunda) night arid sat do" -
to watch the Patriots game (a 45-7 loss t,.•
the New York Jets) figuring it would he a
chance to get some relief, and it turns out to
be I m.rror of our game I'm sitting there
thinking. 'I can't get away from this stuff.—
Apparentls. he's not going to let his
players get away from football for long
either — Cosgrove kidded that Monday •••
practice was going to last "from "I to 12
Seriously, though, he said his team has to
get out on the field and start preparing Inc
their game with the University of Rich-
mond in two weeks iUMaine has an open
date this week,
"When we are playing with enthusiasm
and emotion, we have a chance to he suc-
cessful, when we're not that way, we don't
have a chance to win Thai 's something we
have to recapture that in practice the next
two weeks To say we have a lot to work on
See UMAINT POOTIRAL1.
on page 22
• The comeback
Bo's year a
storybook
success
By Eric Fidler
Associated Press Writer
CHICAO0(AP)— An artificial hip, a
deathbed promise to his mother and a
isserimopening haw re) set the stage for
Bo hicbac's latest largar-rhan-life feat
It was a big, slow rabiliow of a homer
diat won the evideddiarditte gone for
• Obeago Wide Sta.
"NreteverattlietbdIbitterhigh that
was a hone ink" Whbie SOK twee" Jen".
Rebetkrf said Theo*. "Maras eilfIlOttl
attemndbrozheforelhatailledmedosa"
Monday night's bit ie. Chintgo's 12
victory ewer the Soo* Meiners was the
eaciernaricr pnea to a seri/hada season
ka the former two-apot
See BO'S YEAR on page 2-3
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• NFL
Saints hope to avoid letdown
By Mary Foster
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS 'AP) ---- You can't
get much higher than the New Orleans
Saints are after heating the San Francisco
40ers and running their record to 4-0
Now, the will try to a% oisi an emotion-
al letdown against the Los Angeles Rams
•'We can't afford to let slow n.'' defen-
sive lineman Frank Warren says. • 'No-
hods" good enough to plas flat in this
league
..Ntsc are v. as . ss ay up there because of
the win, but we won't do more than les el
out before the Rams."
Concern over an emotional lapse start-
ed earls for quarterback ade Wilson
Minutes after Sunda, 's victors. Wilson
said the test of greatness for the Saints
would he how the handled it.
"We'll see what happens," he said
•'Can this team come off a win like this
and still get read) to plas the Rams on the
road"
'That's the kes to a great team. how
the!. handle big wins as well as big losses ' -
Fighting the slump that can hit a team
after a particularls big victors is "lust
part of sports." coach Jim Mora said
Monday'
It should he no toughei after the 16-1 3
triumph over the 44ers. Mora said, even
though San Francisco had %on three
straight games before Sunday and 12 of
the last 1‘
"I worry about that Cs ers sueek, but 1
don't Mom about it an more this wcrk
than any other week." Mora said
He did, however, begin immediately to
dow nplay the importance of the sictors.
and the difficults the Saints 'sill face Sun-
day agai 1st the Rams
'Anytime anstiods, whether it's the
Saints or anybody, heats the Vets, it's a
little more special, because the 'se al-
'sassbeen one of the elite teams:' Mora
said "Rut you enjoy it for 24 how,, then
soli put it behind you All I'm thinking
about now is the Rams "
The coaches and the seterans won't
allow the team to get so caught up in the
emotions of a % ictors that they overlook
the next opponent. tight end Hobs Bren-
ner said
Mora may congratulate the players on
Sunday night but come Monday . he's
hack to business The olive!, have to
adopt the same attitude, Brenner said
"The main thing is, if we start patting
outset% es on the hack for it and not con-
centrating on what we're doing, we won't
play as well •
Boil it down, Mora said, and the Saints
may have a good jump on the season But
they still have a long t..a to go and he
doesn't u ant his players to forget it
"Fverylsods is making such a Ng deal
out of us haying a two-game lead:- Mora
said "That means nothing
"In 10138, we had a two-game lead
after 12 weeks and didn't make the play-
offs And here Iii' just the fourth week of
the season It means nothing
Ski the Loaf
" Ski Sugarloaf!
Season Passes
only $275
prior to Oct.1!
ickets arc on saic
in tilt., Union and-.
thc Athletic Office.,
UMaine football Finns page 21
is an understatement "
The is ay the Black Bears first four games
have gone -- is ith UMaioe either 'sinning a
nail-biter or on the embarrassing end of a
blowout — still seems to have cast A pall
over a team that still has a realistic chance of
has ing a 'sinning season
"Heck, this loss hurt so had, it almost
feels like we're 0-4 instead of 2-2." Cos-
grove said "We have to remember that we
came into the UNII game su ith the chance to
he the first 1-1 'football) team at this insti-
tution in the '00's We still have a chance to
pet things righted and base a heck of a
season
But Cosgrove said the pain of losing hs
50 points to (NH must he erased from his
players' minds it his team is going to twos,-
CI
"When you're coming off a defeat like
that nositive things get lost in the negativity
of losing, of failing I hate to use that word,
but our games are a test, and this week we
failed it But we've got seven more games,
and who knows, it could be seven more
wins
So, coach, you think you guy s could end
up the year 0-2 and somehow he able to look
back and laugh at the UNH game"
"That woutd he beautiful," said Cos-
grove. pondering the unlikely. dream "That
would he beautiful "
Black Bear Notes: Three Yankee Con-
ference teams are ranked in this week's
Division 1 -AA Top 20 poll The Untversity
of Delaware is No 1. the University of
Richmond is at No 15, and William and
Mars holds the No 1R slot Yankee
Conference Player of the Week' Seems like
UNH receiver Ilasid Gamble would he a
lock atter his spectacular seven-catch, 163
y ard. four-touchdown showing against
I'Mame But it wasn't Gamble- in fact,
he % asn't even nominated The sports in-
formation director of each school is
lowed nominate one player each week for
the honor Wildcat SID Pete Dauphinias
instead nominated liNli quarterback Jim
Stayer on the men' of his 20-for-26, 33$-
bard passing display. Ironicalls.. Stayer
didn't win it either; Richmond tailback
tiMaine football coach Jack Cosgrove
(File photo.)
I is Scott (11 carries, 112 yards) claimed
the pare Cosgrove on Stayer's perfor-
mance Saturdas "He got great protection,
and he lust stayed in the pocket and fired
bullets all over the field hang. hang. hang
Kind of reminded me of a guy who used to
play here "Let's assume Cosgrove meant
covert' New Orleans Saint Mike Buck
'M ame 1456-SO',, rather than himself, a
former All-Conference pick as a Black
Bear in the mid-'70's
Soccer controversy from page 21
-Our situation is one of frustration."
he said "There s no prilics , no grounds of
recourse
"The sun %a% shining, it was 7$ de-
grees at game time we should have
played the game
Black Rear Notes
•The Black Bears split a pair of con-
tests before Sunday s game I 'Maine de-
feated Brown 2-0 Wednesdas in Pros
dence. R 1 befor-r Irripp.ric a 1-0 match
with Drexel Friday at Drexel The Bears
droppea to 0-2 in the NAC with the
overtime loss
*The Black Bears next sv.ing into
action Wednesday afternoon, taking on
Thomas College in Waters ille Starting
time Is scheduled for 4-00 p in
sThe Black Pears next home game is
Sundas A. when thev host the North-
eastern Huskies The Huskies were
picked sixth out of seven teams in the
N AC preseason coacties' poll
,•31, 
-ft CI ••zir:
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•
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Gaston c
By Rick Gano
AP Sports Writer
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• MLB
Gaston cams respect in clubhouse full of stars
By Rick Gano offs since taking ovei as manager after limy
AP Sports Writer Williams was fired in May. 
fu*) Gaston has
endured fan crititisinfrom some who thought
MILWAUKEE I AP) — Count the stars he should have gotten more out of his high,
in the Toronto Blue lays' clubhouse anti the priced team He's especially. disliked in
numbers add up quickly Baltimore after choosing seven of his ow n
Mesh their egos and talents and that's players for the All-Star game at Camden
where Cito Gaston, the strong and silent Yanis
manager who's still ducking criticism de- But Toronto. despite major personnel
spite last year's World Series title, does his changes during the offseasort. has another
hest work divisional championship
''Hr's the Pat Riley of baseball He "Fles the most quiet manager I've been
doesn't gm enough credit for the job he's around," said Paul Molitor, who joined the
done," outfielder Joe t'arter said after the Blue Jays this season after 15 years in Mil-
Blue lays clinched a third straight A!. East watikee "He uses the fewest amount of
title Monday night "But he has all the wort1s, hut he come:Ands as much %awed
players' respect when he does say something
"It's more relaxed mainly because we "People listen and it's not off the cuff
won the World Series But Cito did a great It's good TO see him gel the respect He had
!oh by piecing together the bullpen." Carter to defend himself for so long"
said as champagne sprayed after the Blue Mo4itor. 17, has deflected some cnn-
Jas heat the Milwaukee Brewers 2-0 to cism headed his way. for leaving the Brewers
clinch the division for Toronto and a three-year. S11million
The Blue lass plias the White SO", next contract He heard boos again when he or
Tuesday in Chicago in the first game of the mrned to Counts Stadium on Monday night
hest-cif-seven American League playofTs hut answered with his 22nd homer in hi
This is Gaston's fourth trip to the plan- first at-hat in the second inning
' ell never know what would hate
happened had I stayed with Milwaukee,
but since I'm in Toronto. I'm making the
best of it,'' Molitor said "This is what I
hoped would happen once I made the
change "
Molitor's homer pave Toronto the onb
nin it needed Pat lientgen, who became a
top starter as lack Morris and Todd Skittle-
my-re struggled and Dave Steuart w as hurt,
gained his 1 gth victory - two Mort of
Morris' club-record of last season And
Duane Ward. who replaced Tool Henke as
the closer, got his 43rd save
Toronto faltered in early September w ith
a six- game losing streak. hut never fell from
at least a tie for the top when the Yankees
and Orioles (soul& t make up ground
Then the Blue Jays wen nine straight.
and Months's victory was their 13th in 15
games Now the Blue lay s w ill try todo what
no team has done in 15 yeas - repeat as
World Series winners
"Just to come hack and win the division
is an accomplishment,"  Gaston said 'Rut
we're not satisfied with that This is only the
first step of there we want to take"
• Politically correct athletics
Alabama- Birmingham cans controversial 'Blaze'
By Jay Reeves
Associated Press Writer
no organord firotes4s, just kits of calls to -A tog green sports coal Blazer, Cie 11
university offices, plus some falba, M the --.A four wheel dove Chevrolet Mann
loot] media utibri. velnclet
BIRMINGHAM. Ala I AP) Gintme a "Some people (*Mord hetmusie it was -A reeky stuck-in who is a.-tualls doused
1 ' Comme an A' Gnaw a B' Cunene a too white or too male or Intl violent Of aired ant gasoline a
nd sea afire before each garne it
politically correct retool mascot little children." Shingletor said was oncienr sihirsher
 the same student would
Complaints have forced the University of Uteversity spokesman Mike EIhs said offi- be used more than ono(
klatiama at Birmingham to sideline the cyan- elk • Irelt it RILC heCt to tie irsponsive" to the School officials 
have heard all those be-
hol of us athletic teams, a tough-and-tumble complaints rather than letting the issue fever fore minus the 
one about torching an under-
Norseman who drew fire for hemp too mean. "I think our main concern was it was a clitssinan But
 they are in no rush to get Arai
too masculine and mo white white male figure who dxln represent women into the masco
t business
"He was — I hme to use the word -- too on campus or the ethmk mix cm carman: • II took 
a comminer of 10 students aid
'• 1 • AR spore infommtionderectorGrant Ellis said administrator
s months of• work tomtit up with
Shingleton said Tuesday Sc. after spencktig two years and 520n00 Blam, who eeplaerci the school's previoti,
It was at a Linsley haskethall game that developing a mascot. UAR will now *place mascot_ a ch
icken namedllestregarcIT Roost-
officials iramduced "Bla7e." a moustached. Blare with who knows what er Reau
regard, who replaced a dragoos was
iiicasian warner defaced out m bright green "It all goes hack to the name Ria7t1.- crenore
d a, being effernmaie
with a silver banle benie ths, Ka, was to shnorion said moss do a mascot to 
Filis said 11111tCTS7ts off,ciitis htVe nodeiare
promnsedy school' s istilets team...Mt-Blames represent something that is rather abst
ract"- to get burned on another Inagoot, no no wort
Rut the cornplaints began fswinng in from Callen man aP-sproisraiiiosaanon 11 RA. 
has been done to come up with a new one
students. and CAB fans, and Blaze's career had several suggestions Tuesday mo
rning • 'llimght he a couple cit years hefore we get
burned out before football season There were Some ot those included ha
ck in this." he said
Today's American League offensive leaders
(Not including late games)
BATTING ---0Ienid, Toronto. .159.
Molitor. Toronto, 332; Lofton, Cleve-
land. 121 : Baerga. Cleveland, . 321: RAM-
mar, Toronto, 321, Thomas. Chicago.
.316, Phillips. Detroit 116.
RBI -- Thomas. Chicago. 126: Belle,
Cleveland, 125, Carter, Toronto, 118.
Fielder, Detroit, 116, Ilserga, Cleve-
land 114, Gonzaler, Texas, 114.
CDavis, California. 108, Molitor, Toron
to, 108
HITS—Molitor. loronto, 204. Sonia.
Cleveland, 199, Olerud, Toronart. I 41, RAlo-
mar, Toronto, 185. Lofton. Cleveland, 176:
McRae, Kansas City, 176, Fryman. Detroit,
175; Puckett Minnesota. 175.
HOME RIINS—Ceorvalez, Texas, 44;
On frey Jr. Seattle, 0 Thomas. Chicago,
41, Belle, Cleveland, 37, Palmeiro, Texas,
7'. Palmer. MUM, 32. %them Califor-
nia, 11: Tettletoft, Detroit, 31; Caner,
Toronto, 31.
STOLEN BASES—Lofton, Oeve-
hind, 661 Polonia, California, 53; Eland-
max Toronto, 51, BARI**, TOMIIIIn.
52, Curtis. California, 47; Unbent*, Chi-
cago 15 Where, Toronto, 14
Need a Tow?
Smart's Auto
Body
Custo-n Painti -v •.:IcS
,cnt
ollision Repairs
24 Hour Wrecking Scrsicc
324 N S
Old Town Maim '4',,"
4P
Weekend
52" 56;11
*It Tv-, Air/ Cnt9
403n
Bo's year Emma page 21
"I think Bo is",' comeback player of
the century " Reinsdorf said slimily same,
Jackson's numlyrs aren't all that im-
preraive A .224 average, 15 home oats
and 41 RBIs don't usually add up to post-
season awash But then people with artifi-
cial hips don' t pies professional
baseball
The Heismar Tropki winner from
Auburn injured his left hip an a naming
hack in a 1991 NTT playoff game for the
Los Angeles Raiders
The Kansas Citx Rosais released him
in the %piing 41991 %hen doctors said he
-.could never play again
The White Sox gambled and signed
him After meninx's rehabilitation, he
played in 21 games in Sepenther 1991,
hitting three home mins and driving in 14
rais.
After getting the atificial hip. Jackson
decick-d to give baseball one more shit,
Ind mined all of 1992 while working ssith
Winer Mack Newton in Phoenix and W'hiae
Sox trainer Herm Schneider in Chicago.
bi the home (genet again the New
York Yankees on Aprii 10, Jladbon cane
up as a ranch-1*W Mid lianmed a Melt
thani Nerd Henna dlepoterthe right-field
wall
, was near tems as he snissed
home plate thinking ofbow he had man-
ned his Ming mothers yantanelier thst
wooki rin pin be again.
i'stscwi has 103 sCienget ject 26g
at -rark Pie waned more pitying amt. bat
had to settle for a pan -time mie. Mails
designated-haft dunes wit (-emerge 84
and axing sorry dun:- in the nottlid
Who Mattson did on a Ask. &Tom
her nigh fulfilled April's manse
Reinsdorf *id he StaVed mail dam
4 a to %-otanng *cable televn regdayelf
the game
" I was will nervous whea Bo (male up,
even though I knew what was poise to
happen,- he said
HEALTHY
APPETITE?
buy two regularly priced
sandwiches and get the
third one free
33 North Main St.
Old Town, ME 04468
827-5030
•airqtri ix les velar
affer e-cmre, 10,12 '03
r-WEDNESDAY is STUDENT'S DAY!
Save S3 off a IlacQuilt's Full Service Oil Chancre!
Hogar Rd Rando•
SOS Wilson St Brewer
CLIP'N SAVE!
a1nINk it 
Student 1 n °WV
Oilubek 
.a.
-.•••••••
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• College football
Brooks filling 'Shade
Tree's' shoes with ease
By Brent Kallestad
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla (AP) - Florida
State linebacker Derns:k Brooke heard the
question °s et and over before the season
began
"Can sou replace Mars in"•• the asked
While Brooks shrugs off compansons to
rwourne All- Amencan Mars in "Shade Tree-
Jones. he hopes to follow his former team-
mate as college football's hest defender
The 6-foot-1. 218-pound Brooks. who
runs faster than moet offeneise skill players.
has gained earl!, -season notonets bs scor-
ing three touchdowns
He has that instinct to he at the right
Place at the right time... coach Robin Bow
den said He het ngs.the desire to get to the
hall and the ahilit to get there "
As the tots-ranked Seminoles (4-01 pre-
pare to host Ceorgia Tech ii -21 this wet-
end. Brooks uould like to match the game
he eroos ed against the el kn. Jackets a year
ago it Atlanta when he made 15 tackles
Brooks has alreash scored three touch-
downs this season as a defender and could
challenge teammate Charlie IS and' s hid tor
/*tertian recognition if he continues his
pace
"They're a lot alike." Bowden said
"Pies hase instinct. vision The see es -
ery thing
And with Jones now gone to the NFL's
New York Jets, Brooks has stepped up his
spectacular pla
He has scored in three straight games on
a 12- arti interception against Duke. an 83-
s ard fumble return against Clemson and a 49-
said interception against Noftt, Canslma
He making pia!. s that sets him apart...
Bowden said "I can neser remember a
defensive pla)er scoring in three straight
games Not Ileion (Sanders). not anyone "
In addition, Brooks is second on the team
with 1 tackles, has caused two fumbles and
blocked a kick that led to a toushdown
scored In Clifton Abraham
Brooks and his coaches think the iunion
is still getting tenet
• Swimming
Dover's Thompson
captures award
LOS ANGELES (AP) Jenny
Thompson, the 1992 Olympic gold med-
alist from Dover. N.H • now attending
Stanford, u-as named the U.S Swimmer
of the Year at the U.S. aquatic sporb
award banquet in Los Angel.
Thompsou aonepted the honor and a
huge trophy. presented by her Seacoast
Su-miming Association coach, Mike Par-
ratio, at the banquet in S.anaday.
Pierano said he was overwhelmed by
the emotion of making the presentation.
"When you get to knoss somebody
and coach somebody from the age of 12.
and then you get to see bee gmw up and
do the things that she's done, its an
amaeing experience." he told Fosters
Daily Denim-rat.
Thompson was stinted from a panel
of nominees inchafing synchronized suirn -
rners, divers. water polo players and Othri
racing viATITIMINS.
She couldn't be reached to comment,
hut Parratto said Thompson was bumble in
accepting the award.
"She talked about how she didn't dunk
she belonged there with the likes of (Olym-
pic greats) Tracy Caulkins and Mary T.
Meagher and some of the ()the- people who
have won this,' Parratto said. "But if you
look at the active list, she's got more na-
tional titles than anyone exceptlanet Evans
"1 think, and certainly slot of other
people do. too, that she is right along the
lines of Tracy Caulkins and Mary T.
Meagher."
Thompson won two gold modals and
one silver at the 1v42 Summer Olympic...in
BSIrri0113, Spain
Since then, she has won a record six
gold medals at the PM Pacific Swimming
Championships in Kobe, Japan, won the
Kiphuth Ass aid as the high-point getter at
the National Swimming Champiorethips
in Nashville. Tenn and earned the top
world ranking in the 100-meter butterfly.
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of LordHall for your classified ad.
TRAVEL MEI SPRING BREAK! Se
duairty vacations The 'softest destina
tons- Cancun Jamaica Bahamas, S
Padre Ronda Best commesssorn/senncei
Ac". F•(- -800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK '94-SELL MPS EAR%
CASH & GO FREE ' ' Student Trave Se,
vices is now ng campus reps Cal'
IMO 648 1•64,:
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn uptC
52 30C- Su'--,me and career em
pioyment available No experience me<
essary For more information 1-206-
634-0468 ext C5067
Equrskating coaches tc- teach LEARN
-0 SRA PROGRAM Must have USFSA
*SrA "'ronevC See Betty at. %%anilines
- •s8" 096
Plano kevbna-d player needed 'c-s'
10.4 antPC sel
hardware • software at educational
;pct. " • manager of
the Li2MRlitetSZKIDeitIQ11. 78 Shiblec
M-f. 9-4 30 scxt•wiedge of co-n
putt,- -,•-•410,J• a* ,-)^, nreterabie
Spoonstyle needs an editor Wa-'t es
perierste p_itwounja rear-trhi wica
magazine' Onlyurserfoh. see- monvatec
hard workers need apply Sera resume
and cover letter to 56 Pal* St Orrin-, MI
cr cal' Mace at 866 486s,
Male and female strippers needed fcr
buss aa-k-e Cal Exctica 947-
4406 Serious inquiries only 
GAMS • CL Rinse Lip tc 5 00C I-
r•aternity sorority • clubs
Plus S' 000 for yoursee' And a FREE --
SHIRT juSt for calling ' 800- 932 0S28
net 75
Guitar- 1990 Fender Gemin lit acoustic
gurla• & egect tune, Excell cond back
...ase • c•C :a P .66
1985 Mercury Grand Marquis-Great
cone ioacied, b,gr ••••e!. Mov ng, must
sell 51100/80 866-3687
Small microwave-1 yr old, Whirlpool,
perfect +or dorm or apt Only 535 866-
3687
Road bile-Motobecane Mirage 12
cri• 23' frame Exc condi
• - • sec 5'O0-'BC Call 866-
Goldstar 4.5 cu in. refrigerator for
SA4. E ccfid like new 185-call
laso, at 827-5896
Macintosh SE/30-16 MHz. !MB dy-
ryarnK RAM.' 4 me Nit density floppy
disk drrve capable of reading MS- DOS.
5750 Apple Irnagewriter Ii printer. 5300
Sc" include padded vinyl carrying cases
wont* SSC Cal 942 -0902
Investment opportunity-4 6 acres
wcv-soe-; so. tested 180C "
t•o- 2' a: 'r ,ate close public boat
ramp vve.<.,e Maine- S7 000 Go in
with some friends. 866 2336 eves
a•
SS GMC Safari Van- %, 6 auto
c ac la s (*lairs AM TV (ass , new
mounted snow tires 5 3200 Cal 86E-
3005
For sale or trade-4 "ea* beg tees on
Amen( ar racing rens They're on my f
• 50 now Wit trade 'or regular F '50
TITS • WPleetS Cr Se; Cat Mike at 866-
4865
Psirdlik flawkir helps in at problems
aI and talk Wel 1-900-288-5440 ert
2;33 13. 99,'rrim Must be' !Ars Procall
_ Co , 631-0615
Are yo. a coileo.ate C hristian wonder
rig hou Amer,ca's role in Mid-East
peace negotiations ties in with Biblical
prophecy' Are America's recent natural
disasters more than lust freak occur
rence57 Get the answers and more in
our timely cassette tape 'America and
the Book o' Reveiation America's Date
With Destiny 59 95 -ciisis7iAN Dv
NAMICS, P0 Box 10, Intervale. N H
03845
Adoption: Help us fulfil our dream
Loving couple wish to share then home
1 4e ft love with a baby Please cat Ma•oe
& • C "1- • R&C.,Q
Car Stereos alarms- Ne carry Rock
NC. more
Soundshapers Elm St. Brewer
9F
MEMBERSHIP OPEN 'DENT AI
' N., to pin Weds
5 32 p• 'ossland Alum" CS,
YOU'RE t1 AND WE WANT YOU! Pin
St,,A c*Jcle-'s (*..04?-t<„ Wed
5 3C pr", C,ossland Alonn CI,
COME FOR FUN, F000 AND FRIEND-
SNIP: SAA Wec f, 3C orr (*ossia,sel
nevi to Sigma Nu 
SAWS Ger THE SPIRIT1 VVe
the riai-ter, -• "sn PAkA•
532 p-- •
GOOD STUFF 80xES COLLEGIATE
WELCOME KI7'5 • •
14.1h_IIILILANALID—ittALILBAB
gRLAKEAST CILE ' -'re' he
'wee- • a . orde• a
special and pm' 
Astrology/natal chart ir.cl planets
houses, rising signs etc -ere date, place
needed S7 'ef•ez 827 8076
MASSAGE THERAPY-Renee Marie
Kee C N T ACUPRESSURE, DEEP
TISSUE, SHIATSU RELATION/PAIN
RELIEF. 941-1111.
We're back! Maie A Fe-na.e s'nopers for
h•-•ndais 4-atern,ts sorority & special
oc-c a sions Cal E sot s. a 947-4406
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY Illndividuals
and Student Organizations wanted to
promote the Hottest Spring Break Des-
tinations Call the nation's leader, In-
ter-Campus Programs 1 -800-327-
60
ORONO,OLD TOWN-ATTENTION
STUDENTS: 3 bedroom, heated, ft,il bath.
knchen. Wing rm modern, dean, beaub-
hi nyeirview avail Furnished or unfur-
nished. 1 mi to Uner cal 827-6212
Roommate-2 bedroom, healed. car-
oetec townhouse style apartment in
Old Town 1215 • 1/2 lights & H W
827 9849
Roommate needed to share-large 2
Ot•- 'e-ales downtev.m
f"roiso S166 25- in,-. CA; 866-3447
4
I')
liric
Lost • ntrc,
ca Engineering Thermodynamics ' Last
seen in Rimless Hall or 9:22 If founa,
cal Darren 866-7370 after 8 pm
onto Chem,
".0 Place your 'FREE lost and found ad
stop by the Maine Campus or cal 58' -
1273
